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The DADI Awards, in association 
with Leeds Live it Love it, celebrate 
the very best in digital design and 
strategy across the UK. This year 
the bar was raised further still as 
the sector’s momentum continues 
to gather apace...

This year’s DADI Awards, in association with 
Leeds Live it Love it, have now been handed out, 
celebrating the achievements of the UK digital 

industry over the last 12 months.
The awards continue to gather momentum in parallel 

with the ever-growing importance placed on digital 
within the marketing mix.

Digital is now at the heart of every communication, 
and while it is still to swallow the lions share of the 
marketing budget, digital’s roar is now heard as the 
dominant voice as the sectors vie for attention.

While very few - clients and agencies alike - have 
enjoyed recent months, as the economy continues 
its wary path to recovery, those working in the digital 
industry have set their stall out to attract even more 
‘customers’ than ever before... And the thinking, 
creativity and technical leaps that are displayed by the 
winners, the commended work and even the nominated 
teams at this year’s DADIs only goes to prove this.

Taking place at Saviles Hall in Leeds, this year’s 
awards, in association with Leeds Live it Love it, saw 
Young pick up the Grand Prix for its ‘Learn Something 
Every Day’ campaign, while Hampton Associates won 
the Chairman’s award for its ‘Proud to be Alternative’ 
work for BrewDog. Meanwhile, MadebyPi was named 
Digital Agency of the Year.

The work undertaken by these agencies in particular 
show the power of digital. From self-initiated projects 
with little or no budget that turned into a global 
phenomenon to ground breaking and often brave work 
for a national financial institution, the scope of work 
and opportunity is huge. If done well... 

Once again our panel of judges was pieced together 
carefully by Phil Jones of Real Time Consultancy to 
ensure that we had experts in every area of the digital 
spectrum to review and consider the merits of each 
and every entry.

As such, this year’s judges included: Phil Jones, 
judging panel chairman; Adrian Yearwood, Tottenham 
Hotspur; Callan Harris, Bacardi Global Brands; Rowan 
Heasley, Naked Penguin Boy; Alastair Cox, Collective; 
Jon Williams, Grey; Chris Hassell, Ralph & Co.; Rob 
Ryan, Harvest Digital; Dennis Valle, Dolce & Gabbana; 
Sam Chatwin, Clock; Matt Page, Start Creative; Sophie 
Goldschmidt, NBA; and Julian Walker, of Embreo.

Thanks must also go to all our sponsors, including 
headline partners Marketing Leeds, Leeds Media and 
Holbeck Urban Village. These important organisations 
have really embraced digital media and are working to 
create and grow a thriving digital sector in the city. The 

DIggIng DIgITAL

Dadi Awards are proud to be a part of that strategy 
and to also support Leeds Digital Festival, a week 
of digital events, seminars and workshops held right 
across the area.

We are confident that like the Dadi Awards, Digital 
Week will also continue to grow in the years ahead 
as digital marketing becomes an even more integral 
part of the marketing mix, not just in Leeds, but across 

In association with: Headline sponsors: Sponsors:
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Yorkshire and the UK.
Over the next 32 pages are what our judges 

considered to be some of the very best creative and 
strategic work completed over the last year. We at 
The Drum hope you agree that, once again, standards 
continue to rise in parallel with the growing importance 
of this busy, fast growing and quickly changing 
sector.

DADI Awards Photography by Ed Waring - edward@edwaring.co.uk
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Grand Prix
Sponsored by Leeds Media 

Company: Young 
Title: Learn Something Every Day 
Campaign 
URL: http://www.
learnsomethingeveryday.co.uk

Chairman’s award 
Sponsored by Marketing Leeds 

Company: Hampton Associates
Client: BrewDog 
Title: Proud to be alternative  
URL: www.brewdog.com

diGital aGenCy of the year
Sponsored by Holbeck Urban Village 

award
MadeByPi
nomination
Blueclaw Media 
nomination
Code Computerlove
nomination
Fuse Digital
nomination
Realise 
nomination
Story
nomination
Whitespace

diGital media BuyinG  
aGenCy of the year 
award
MediaCom Scotland
nomination 
MediaVest Manchester
nomination 
MEC Manchester

dadi individual of the year 
award
Aidan Cook, 
Managing Director, Sense Internet 
nomination 
Don Smith, Creative Director, Realise
nomination 
Russell Townsend, 
Managing Director, Clusta
nomination 
Jeff Coghlan, Managing Director, Matmi
nomination 
Tony Foggett, 
CEO, Code Computerlove
nomination 
Mike Bennett, Cofounder, E3 Media

Creative team of the year 
award:  MadeByPi 
nomination:  Matmi New Media Design 
nomination:  Realise 

student of the year 
Sponsored by MadeByPi

award
Pascal Raabe
University College Falmouth

Commendation
Andreas Lindén
University of Central Lancashire

PuBliC seCtor weBsite  
or CamPaiGn 
award
Company: MediaCom Edinburgh
Client: Scottish Government
Title: Organ Donation -
Joint Paper with Scottish Government 

award
Company: The Workshop 
Client: LSIS 
Title: diploma-support.org   
URL: www.diploma-support.org 

Commendation 
Company: Raw Design Studio
Client: Derbyshire Community Health 
Services
Title: www.cocktalesmix.co.uk 
URL: www.cocktalesmix.co.uk
 
nomination
Company: MadeByPi 
Client: NHS Wakefield 
Title: NHS Wakefield Sexual Health  
 URL: http://www.wfact.co.uk 

not-for-Profit / Charity 
weBsite or CamPaiGn 
Sponsored by News International 

award
Company: Reading Room 
Client: People’s History Museum 
Title: People’s History Museum - There 
have always been ideas worth fighting for 
URL: http://www.phm.org.uk/ 

Commendation
Company: Cuckoo Design
Client: Diocese of Salford 
Title: Get God on your iPhone
URL: www.salforddiocese.org.uk 

Commendation
Company: Story UK
Client: Various charities 
Title: ihave - ‘handraising’, 
not fundraising    
URL: http://www.ihave.org.uk/index  

nomination
Company: Elmwood 
Client: BBC Breathing Places 
Title: Growing something groundbreaking 
URL: http://www.bbc.co.uk/
breathingplaces/treeoclock/ 

Professional serviCes 
weBsite or CamPaiGn 
award
Company: The Gate Worldwide
Client: Department of Public Health and 
Health Policy, Glasgow Universtity 
Title: AfterNow website   
URL: www.afternow.co.uk

Commendation
Company: Avian
Client: Blackadders 
Title: Blackadders: a digital application - 
putting their own house in order  
 URL: www.blackadders.co.uk

nomination
Company: Quba 
Client: Halliwells 
Title: 
How we created the best legal website 
URL: www.halliwells.com 

nomination
Company: Dog Digital
Client: Standard Life Investments 
Title: Standard life Investments:  
flash for the financial elite
URL: www.dogdigital.co.uk/content 

nomination
Company: CTI Digital
Client: Mercuri 
Title: Super Agency to the Rescue 
URL: http://www.mercuri.net/ 

nomination
Company: Assembly Studios
Client: Area Sq 
Title: Area Sq Website - 
‘Visual, Innovative, Successful’  
URL: www.areasq.co.uk 

finanCial serviCes  
weBsite or CamPaiGn 
award
Company: MadeByPi
Client: first direct 
Title: First Direct Live acquisition 
campaign   
URL: http://www.live.firstdirect.com

Commendation 
Company: Soup Digital Ltd
Client: Aviva 
Title: Aviva - Tell Us Your Story
URL: http://www.aviva.co.uk/
tellusyourstory/

nomination
Company: Realise
Client: Scottish Widows 
Title: Scottish Widows - 
Little Book of Money  
URL: www.yourlittlebookofmoney.co.uk

nomination
Company: CIVIC, Hookson, Rapid Mobile
Client: NCR 
Title: Experience a new world of interaction
URL: www.ncradvisoryboard.com   

nomination
Company: MediaCom Edinburgh
Client: RBS 
Title: Here for You:  
Re-establishing Consumer Trust and Pride 

nomination
Company: Cuckoo Design
Client: Police Mutual 
Title: Website redevelopment  
URL: www.pmas.co.uk

in-house weBsite  
or CamPaiGn 
award
Company: Young 
Title: Learn Something Every Day Campaign
URL: 
http://www.learnsomethingeveryday.co.uk 

Commendation
Company: Allen Design Group 
Title: Allen Design Group Website 
URL: http://www.allendesigngroup.com

nomination 
Company: Shout  
Title: You’ve Just Got to See It  
URL: www.shoutdigital.com 

nomination 
Company: Strawberry 
Title: The shoe maker without any shoes
URL: www.strawberry.co.uk 

nomination 
Company: fuse8
Title: Put yourself in their boots. 
(And their ridiculous hair!)  
URL: www.worldcupstickup.com 

nomination 
Company: CIVIC 
Title: Christmas on a shoestring   
URL: www.shoestringxmas.com 

news/media/ 
PuBlishinG weBsite 
Sponsored by Internet Explorer 9

award
Company: Realise 
Client: Film4 
Title: Film4 - 
Becoming more audience friendly
URL: www.film4.com

reCruitment weBsite  
or CamPaiGn 
award
Company: MadeByPi
Client: first direct 
Title: First Direct Applicants VIP Area  
URL: 
http://www.interactive.firstdirect.com/jobs 

nomination 
Company: Clock Creative 
Communications
Client: Fostering Solutions 
Title: Finding people who care  
URL: http://www.fosteringsolutions.com 

nomination 
Company: smrs ltd
Client: NEXT Ltd 
Title: Stand Out From The Crowd 
URL: http://careers.next.co.uk/trainees/

nomination 
Company: Bluecube Interactive
Client: Jameson 
Title: Are you the Vital Ingredient?  
URL: http://www.thevitalingredient.ie

fmCG weBsite or CamPaiGn 
award
Company: Hampton Associates
Client: BrewDog 
Title: Proud to be alternative  
URL: www.brewdog.com 

award
Company: Fuse Digital
Client: Lucozade Energy 
Title: Amazing Adventures  
URL: www.lucozadeadventures.com

Commendation 
Company: Story UK
Client: Ardbeg 
Title: Ardbeg Rollercoaster - 
Roll up, roll up! 

nomination 
Company: MadeByPi
Client: Ronseal
Title: Ronseal website   
URL: http://www.ronseal.co.uk/

nomination 
Company: Whitespace
Client: Tennent’s 
Title: The Tennent’s Hub: 
a website or a participation strategy?  
URL: www.tennents.com

nomination 
Company: Extreme Creations
Client: Wensleydale Creamery 
Title: Celebrating a   
URL: http://www.wensleydale.co.uk 

travel/leisure/sPorts 
weBsite or CamPaiGn 
award
Company: Exstatik
Client: adidas UK 
Title: Become the 12th Man 
URL: 
http://www.adidas.com/campaigns/
chelsea12thman/content/index.aspx 

Commendation 
Company: McCann Manchester
Client: Welcome to Yorkshire 
Title: Welcome to Yorkshire.com  
URL: http://www.yorkshire.com/

nomination 
Company: Exstatik
Client: Reebok 
Title: Amir Khan - Reebok Retrain 
URL: 
http://www.reebok.com/GB/amirkhan 

nomination 
Company: Fuse Digital
Client: Lucozade Sport 
Title: FitCoach   
URL: www.lucozade.com/fitcoach  

nomination 
Company: fuse8
Client: Red Bull  
Title: Red Bull Music Academy  
URL: 
http://rbma.deletelondon.com/london

interaCtive/entertainment 
weBsite or CamPaiGn 
Sponsored by Screen Yorkshire & 4iP

award
Company: MadeByPi
Client: CBBC 
Title: CBBC Relics    
URL: http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/
games/#/lb/games/play/relic 

Commendation
Company: Jollywise Media
Client: Disney 
Title: Toy Story Missions    
URL: http://www.toystorymission.co.uk/ 

Commendation
Company: Naked Penguin Boy
Client: Paramount Pictures International 
Title: Shrek -  
The Final Chapter - Ogre Training  
URL: http://www.shrekinternational.
com/intl/uk/ogretraining/index.html 

nomination
Company: Realise 
Client: Realtime Worlds 
Title: APB.com -  
Just show me the game, dude.  
URL: www.apb.com

nomination
Company: twentysix
Client: P&G 
Title: Pringles Pringoooals  
URL: http://apps.facebook.com/
dancetovictory/ 

retail/e-CommerCe weBsite 
Sponsored by The Macallan Fine Oak Single Malt 

award
Company: Start Creative
Client: ADIDAS AG 
Title: Adidas miCoach Core Skills - 
Beijing Store Opening   
URL: http://vimeo.com/9204791 

award
Company: Blueclaw Media Ltd
Client: Daniel Footwear 
Title: An Effective E-Commerce  
Re-design Project   
URL: http://www.danielfootwear.com 

nomination 
Company: PureNet
Client: BuyShedsDirect 
Title:  
A real SHEDucation: an e-commerce 
solution to maximise online revenue  
URL: www.buyshedsdirect.co.uk

nomination 
Company: Equator
Client: Greaves Sports 
Title: Scottish Football Direct for 
Greaves Sports   
URL: www.scottishfootballdirect.com

use of visual desiGn 
award 
Company: Allen Design Group
Client: Allen Design Group
Title: Allen Design Group Website 
URL: http://www.allendesigngroup.com

award 
Company: Line
Client: Digital Podge 
Title: Digital Podge    
URL: http://www.digitalpodge.co.uk/2009/ 

Commendation
Company: Whitespace 
Client: Tennent’s 
URL: www.tennents.com 

nomination 
Company: iris Manchester
Client: Wonderbra 
Title: The Ultimate Strapless. No straps. 
No traditional above the line support. 
Just record sales  
URL: http://www.ultimatestrapless.co.uk

use of orGaniC searCh 
Sponsored by Montpelier Chartered Accountants 

award
Company: Impact Media Ltd
Client: Merlin Cycles Ltd 
Title: Use of Organic Search (SEO) for 
Merlin Cycles Ltd  
URL: http://www.merlincycles.co.uk/
 
Commendation 
Company: Bloom Media 
Client: Ebuyer.com 
Title: Best Kept Secret   
URL: www.ebuyer.com

Commendation 
Company: Steak 
Client: Virgin Holidays 
Title: How SEO helped Virgin Holidays 
take off everything!   

nomination
Company: Fast Web Media Ltd
Client: The Premier League 
Title: Out-Performing the Ticket Touts  
URL: www.premierleague.com  

nomination
Company: Fast Web Media Ltd
Client: Bravissimo 
Title: Organic & Universal Search  
URL: www.bravissimo.com 

use of Paid searCh 
award
Company: Blueclaw Media Ltd
Client: National Holidays 
Title: ROI Effective - PPC Case Study  
URL: http://www.nationalholidays.com

Commendation
Company: Fast Web Media Ltd
Client: Bravissimo 
Title: Reaching the Right People at the 
Right Time  
URL: www.bravissimo.com 

nomination
Company: MediaCom Edinburgh
Client: RBS 
Title: Give me a call!   
URL: http://www.rbs.co.uk/personal/
mortgages.ashx 

nomination
Company: Net Media Planet
Client: The Perfume Shop 
Title: Paid Search delivered a 280% 
increase in revenue through a clear 
integration strategy and innovation

diGital media strateGy 
Sponsored by Montpelier Chartered Accountants 

award
Company: Steak 
Client: swiftcover.com 
Title: “Summer’s Hottest Playlist” 

nomination
Company: Hampton Associates
Client: BrewDog 
Title: Proud to be alternative  
URL: www.brewdog.com

nomination
Company: Fast Web Media Ltd
Client: Molson Coors Brewers (UK) Ltd. 
Title: Cobra Beer Campaign Launch   
URL: http://www.cobrabeer.com/

use of email 
award
Company: BJL
Client: Asda 
Title: Building loyalty    

Commendation 
Company: Creative Lynx
Client: Lancaster University 
Title: Lancaster University -  
The first for Northern Soul  
 
nomination
Company: Hillarys
Client: Hillarys 
Title: web-blinds June World Cup  
email campaign  

nomination
Company: Story UK
Client: Ardbeg
Title: Ardbeg Corryvreckan - the Sea-
quel: a tale with a twist    
URL: www.ardbeg.com/twist 



Use of AffiliAte MArketing 
AWArD
Company: Digital Window Ltd
Client: Vodafone 
Title: Payment on Influence   
 
CoMMenDAtion
Company: R.O.EYE Ltd
Client: eBay Partner Network 
Title: Implementing Quality Click Pricing 
- Using Affiliate Marketing to Drive 
Engaged Traffic 

noMinAtion
Company: Digital Window Ltd
Client: BSkyB 
Title: Sky Supertelly   
URL: http://www.sky.com/shop/supertelly 

CAMpAign WhiCh beCAMe virAl 
AWArD
Company: Young 
Title: Learn Something Every Day 
Campaign 
URL:  
http://www.learnsomethingeveryday.co.uk 

CoMMenDAtion
Company: TBG Digital
Client: Vodafone 
Title: Meet Android (Google hi-jack)’ 
Campaign    

CoMMenDAtion
Company: twentysix
Client: Epson 
Title: Epson Extreme Gamer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=D9sXhYlIfRY   

CoMMenDAtion
Company: Whitespace
Client: The Fringe 
Title: Crowdsourcing the Fringe  
URL: http://fringecover.edfringe.com/

Mobile App / CAMpAign 
AWArD
Company: Story UK
Client: APS (Advanced Pest Solutions) 
Title: Smidge that midge with the iPhone 
app for midge forecasts URL: http://
itunes.apple.com/app/scottish-midge-
forecast-uk/id375094872?mt=8ast

CoMMenDAtion
Company: The Bright Place
Client: Digital Podge  
Title: iTrumps - Digital Podge Edition
    
CoMMenDAtion
Company: Chapter Eight 
Client: Lyle & Scott 
Title: Lyle & Scott Become  
An Upwardly Mobile Brand  

noMinAtion
Company: Creative North
Client: Welcome to Yorkshire 
Title: The Welcome to Yorkshire iPhone 
App & Mobile Visitor Guide  
URL: http://ax.itunes.apple.com/
gb/app/welcome-to-yorkshire/
id373298721?mt=8

noMinAtion
Company: Exposure
Client: Symantec 
Title: 
Symantec Infosecurity Europe 2010  
 
Use of teChniCAl innovAtion 
Sponsored by Windows Phone 7 

AWArD
Company: Code Computerlove
Client: Innova Clothing 
Title: Technical Innovation Delivers 
Tailored Solution
   
CoMMenDAtion
Company: sa screen media
Client: Calvin Klein 
Title: 9 Countries, 9 Men, 1 Winner  
URL: www.digiadvans.com/pcr/2010/
calvin-klein/march/index.html 

noMinAtion
Company: Blueleaf
Client: Ovo Energy 
Title: Securing Ovo’s customer service future
URL: https://my.ovoenergy.com

noMinAtion
Company: CIVIC
Client: NCR 
Title: Experience a new world of interaction
URL: www.ncradvisoryboard.com

viDeo Webiste/Use of viDeo 
AWArD
Company: Rees Bradley Hepburn
Client: Freya (Eveden) Ltd 
Title: Holy Fit    
URL: www.theholyfit.com 

CoMMenDAtion 
Company: Story UK
Client: Ardbeg
Title: Ardbeg Rollercoaster - Roll up, roll up! 
URL: www.ardbeg.com/rollercoaster

noMinAtion
Company: Digital Window Ltd
Client: buy.at & Coull 
Title: Interactive Video Ads

integrAteD MeDiA CAMpAign 
AWArD
Company: MadeByPi
Client: first direct 
Title: First Direct Live acquisition campaign
URL: http://www.live.firstdirect.com 

CoMMenDAtion 
Company: Story UK
Client: Ardbeg
Title: Ardbeg Rollercoaster - Roll up, roll up! 
URL: www.ardbeg.com/rollercoaster

CoMMenDAtion
Company: Whitespace 
Client: Tennent’s  
Title: Moustaches, monkeys, and a 
participation strategy that got Hugh talking 
URL: www.tennents.com

noMinAtion
Company: BJL
Client: Mr Green 
Title: Guide to being a gentleman  
 

Use of soCiAl MeDiA 
AWArD
Company: Whitespace
Client: The Fringe 
Title: Crowdsourcing the Fringe  
URL: http://fringecover.edfringe.com/

CoMMenDAtion
Company: twentysix
Client: twentysix 
Title: 10 Downing Tweets   
URL: www.10downingtweets.co.uk

CoMMenDAtion
Company: Wolfstar
Client: first direct 
Title: First direct - The UK’s First Social Bank
URL: http://www.newsroom.firstdirect.com/

noMinAtion
Company: 1000heads
Client: Nokia 
Title: Nokia Nav:  
social media mission impossible 
  
noMinAtion
Company: 1000heads
Client: Nokia 
Title: Nokia’s super-social AR launch  
 
noMinAtion
Company: Naked Penguin Boy 
Client: Paramount Pictures International
Title: Shrek - The Final Chapter - 
Rumpels Amazing Deals
URL: http://apps.facebook.com/
rumpelstiltskin/ 
 
online MArketing strAtegy 
Sponsored by ebay Advertising 

AWArD
Company: Story UK
Client: Ardbeg 
Title: Ardbeg Rollercoaster - Roll up, roll up! 
URL: www.ardbeg.com/rollercoaster

CoMMenDAtion
Company: Code Computerlove 
Client: Durex Ora! 
Title: Durex Harnesses Consumer 
Behaviour To Reinforce Brand Values  
 
noMinAtion 
Company: iris Manchester
Client: Wonderbra 
Title: The Ultimate Strapless. No straps. 
No traditional above the line support. 
Just record sales  
URL: http://www.ultimatestrapless.co.uk 

noMinAtion 
Company: QueryClick
Client: Classic British Hotels 
Title:  
QueryClick Full Service Strategy: Travel 
  
noMinAtion 
Company: Bluecube Interactive
Client: AXA 
Title: Redefining Digital Marketing Standards

noMinAtion 
Company: rippleffect
Client: Inventive Leisure 
Title: Revolution Bars Digital  
Marketing Strategy  
URL: www.revolution-bars.co.uk

DigitAl AgenCy of the yeAr & CreAtive 
teAM of the yeAr: MADebypi

DigitAl MeDiA AgenCy of the yeAr:  
MeDiACoM sCotlAnD

This year’s Digital Agency of the year has 
had a busy 12 months working for an 
enviable list of clients. In fact, a large 

chunk of their work has been awarded at the 
DADI Awards – making this team the most 
awarded at this year’s event... 

The standards set by the agency have 
always been high, and it says much that these 
standards have been exceeded this year.

Creativity is something that this agency has 
long been admired for, but the thinking and 
technology behind much of the work is often 
also the hero.

MadeByPi was founded over fifteen years 
ago, with creativity at its core. Chris Hemingway, 
Creative Partner (and the DADIs 2009’s Creative 
Individual of the Year) has been leading the way 
throughout this time and has been instrumental 
in driving the company to reach its current 
status. 

During that time, Hemingway has grown and 
developed a team of designers. 

The core team of six digital designers, 
from junior through to lead designers, have 
collectively accumulated over 31 years service 
at MadeByPi and over 50 years experience in 
the design and digital industries. 

Despite the testing times, Leeds-based 
MadeByPi have enjoyed continued success and 
growth, high profile new client wins and exciting 
new projects over the past twelve months.  

The winner of the 2010 Digital Media 
Agency of the Year continues to push the 
boundaries in media and trading. It has been 

a champion of digital as a medium for branding, 
while entering into social media channels to 
support key sponsorship agreements.

Mediacom Edinburgh continues to develop 
and deploy highly effective SEM campaigns 
and International activity around solid digital 
strategies. 

It has always been keen to practise what it 
preaches too, running its own successful Blogs, 
Twitter profiles and Newsletters, while also 
hosting a range of industry events for clients and 
their creative agencies ensuring they are kept up 
to date on new innovations and the very best 
online advertising has to offer. 

This year’s Digital Media Agency of the Year 
is… Mediacom Scotland.

DigitAl AgenCy of 
the yeAr 

noMinAtion
Blueclaw Media 

noMinAtion
Code Computerlove

noMinAtion
Fuse Digital

noMinAtion
Realise 

noMinAtion
Story

noMinAtion
Whitespace

CreAtive  
teAM of the yeAr 
noMinAtion 
Matmi New Media Design 

noMinAtion
Realise

noMinAtion 
MediaVest Manchester

noMinAtion 
MEC Manchester

DADi AWArDs 201005www.dadiawards.com
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dadi individual of The Year: aidan Cook

sTudenT of The Year: pasCal raabe, universiTY College falmouTh

This award goes to an individual who has really stood out for championing the digital industry and going over and 
above what many would deem the norm to show the sector in a positive light.

The Individual of the Year has been at the forefront of the Digital Industry since its inception. In fact, he was the 
co-founder of Leeds’ first ever digital agency. That might stand him in good stead to win this award in itself. However, 
this award isn’t as straight forward as that.  

After running a successful digital business for over 15 years, he took the brave decision to close the doors of 
his agency due to a “culmination of factors”. But unlike others willing to risk money owed to staff and suppliers, 
the closure was carefully planned to ensure that staff received redundancy payments and suppliers were paid their 
balance in full.

At the time he said: “We’ve seen too many people owed wages by an employer that goes bust, we’ve met clients 
who were left in the lurch in similar circumstances, and we’ve experienced the pain of a supplier that finds they’re not 
going to get paid… we’ve always been very careful to make sure we do right by everyone.”

This move was lauded by the industry, with many going to The Drum website to congratulate him on his decency 
and dignity.
Comments included:
“It’s hard enough having to close a business you’ve worked so hard on, but to have done that in the way he did shows 
class and a side rarely seen in any walk of business.”

“It happens so much, some companies just do not care about staff who have worked hard for them. It looks like a 
lot of companies could learn from him.”

“Sad to see this, this truly marks the end of an era. Hats off to him for doing it this admirable way. “
“Being decent is a rarity during these times. I hope it all works out for everyone involved.”
These were backed by sentiments from staff present and past eulogizing the agency as the best place they have 

ever worked.
So, for these many reasons, and many more we do not have time to cover, The DADI Individual of the Year went 

toAidan Cook, former Managing Director of Sense Internet. 

Art School Cliché Spotting (www.clichespotting.
com)was a personal project coinciding with the 
2010 degree shows. In a tongue-in-cheek fashion 

it pokes fun at common patterns as experienced both 
in Raabe’s own  work and the work of his peers, as well 
as the crowd-sourced opinion from people around the 
world. 

The aim was to produce a humorous and engaging 
iOS capable web app that enables visitors of art and 
design summer shows to find out which work is “ticking 
the boxes” and calculate the cliché ranking of the art 
school in a national comparison table. 

The target audience are art and design students, recent 
graduates and people affiliated to or interested in graphic 
design education. The app was to be promoted with a 
website that is sharable, modern, beautifully designed 
and offers an additional service element by providing 
information about the dates and times of current and 
upcoming degree shows. 

Both the app and the website are deliberately 
referencing the various clichés in their own UI design to 
add an ironic twist and yet look aesthetically pleasant. 

The project was a great success given the viral 
spread with just under 1000 facebook likes, 350 editorial 
mentions (including Johnson Banks’ Thought of the 
Week, Digital Arts Magazine, GrainEdit, Abduzeedo to 
name but a few) and 35,000 visits through 28,000 unique 
visitors from 140 countries. 

Most importantly though, the project sparked debate 
about art and design education both nationally and 
internationally in blogs, forums, facebook and twitter.
CommendaTion
Andreas Lindén
University of Central Lancashire

nominaTion 
Don Smith, Creative Director, Realise

nominaTion 
Russell Townsend, Managing Director, Clusta

nominaTion 
Jeff Coghlan, Managing Director, Matmi

nominaTion 
Tony Foggett, CEO, Code Computerlove

nominaTion 
Mike Bennett, Cofounder, E3 Media

aidan Cook, on stage, collecting the dadi individual award 
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Did you know humans share 50% DNA with 
bananas? Did you know John Lennon’s cat 
was called Elvis? Did you know astronauts 

wear nappies?... 
Learn Something Every Day is a self initiated online 

project with the aim of raising the profile of design 
agency Young when it launched last year. 

The site is a collection of lesser known facts 
presented as quirky illustrations, each day a new fact 
illustrated and displayed. Visitors to the site send in 
their lesser known facts in the hope of it becoming 
the fact of the day. 

Having launched in August 2009, shortly after the 
agency had been founded, the site quickly generated 
over 10,000 visitors a day. Now nearing its one year 
birthday it is nearing a total 3 million visits and it has 
brought over 40,000 visits to Young’s portfolio site 
directly in this time. 

The project’s impact on the new agency does 
not just stop with large visitor numbers each day 
-the co-founding duo have appeared on worldwide 
radio interviews with comedy culture programmes, 
lifestyle magazines from America to Japan, even had 
the company logo on a hit HBO TV comedy show 
‘Life and times of Tim’ because they were fans of the 
project, all of which have helped to raise the profile of 
the design agency. 

Around 6 months into the project, the founders 
received staggering offers from Harper Collins, 
Chronicle books and Penguin books to take the 
online concept and reproduce it in print. A Book 
edition of the concept is now being published by 
Penguin worldwide in 2011.

Young is a design agency founded in August 2009. 
With the objective of raising the profile of the agency 
on a minimum budget the founders arrived at the 
Learn Something Every Day concept. It had to be a 
project that interested the founders, fit in with their 
ethos, and promote their creativity to as many people 
as they could. 

The strategy began as a simple site, whereby a new 
lesser known fact would be illustrated in a fun quirky 
style. Young connected with the users by allowing 
them to send in funny/interesting facts they knew. By 
featuring their name as a credit, and with an ongoing 
competition with the best submission receiving a 
free poster, the site gained a loyal following of fact 
addicts. By contacting design blogs and by using 
Twitter to promote a new daily fact/illustration, the 
project began to gain momentum.

Grand Prix award: YounG www.learnsomethinGeverYdaY.co.uk

camPaiGn which became viral

Young also won award in the following category:

in-house website or camPaiGn

Young also won award in the following category:

commendation in this cateGorY:
•	Company:  Allen Design Group 
   Title:  Allen Design Group Website 
   URL: http://www.allendesigngroup.com

nominations in this cateGorY:
•	Company:  Shout  
   Title:  You’ve Just Got to See It  
   URL: www.shoutdigital.com
 
• Company:  Strawberry 
   Title: The shoe maker without any shoes 
   URL: www.strawberry.co.uk

• Company:  fuse8
   Title: Put yourself in their boots. (And their ridiculous hair!)  
   URL: www.worldcupstickup.com

• Company: CIVIC 
   Title: Christmas on a shoestring     
   URL: www.shoestringxmas.com 

commendations in this cateGorY:
•	Company:  TBG Digital
   Client:  Vodafone 
   Title: Meet Android (Google hi-jack)’ Campaign    
   

•	Company:  twentysix
   Client:  Epson 
   Title:  Epson Extreme Gamer
   URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9sXhYlIfRY  

•	Company:  Whitespace
   Client:  The Fringe 
   Title:  Crowdsourcing the Fringe  
   URL: http://fringecover.edfringe.com/

The results after just under a year of the site being 
live are: 

The site has 10-15,000 visits a day from all around 
the world. The site is nearing 3 million visits in 10 
months of tracking its popularity, and continues to 
grow in popularity. 

The concept has been commissioned by Penguin 
Books for a worldwide release in summer 2011 

According to a report by EWord (July), Young is 
ranked as the most popular and engaging business 
Twitter account in Manchester with a growing 7000 
followers (8,700 to date). 

Young has a steady revenue stream from the site 
advertising, t-shirt sales and as of August a new 
sponsorship deal with creative marker pen company 
Copic. 

The agency has recently worked on a lucrative 
french advertising campaign for Sara Lee, who 
contacted the team having been big fans of the Learn 
something every day concept and aesthetic. 

Meanwhile, Young’s profile has grown, recieving 
plaudits from Grafik magazine, Adobe, Computer 
Arts and many more design/advertising publications. 
Even gaining fans from HBO’s animated sitcom ‘Life 
and times of Tim’ who put the agency logo on Tim’s 
Tshirt on the season finale episode having become 
daily visitors to the site. 

Learn Something Every Day is now a growing 
entertainment brand, for the new year the agency 
plan an iphone app, animations and the worldwide 
book release.
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BrewDog started with a massive mountain to 
climb. The beer industry is led by major brands 
with deep pockets and gaining exposure in this 

competitive marketplace is nearly impossible. 
BrewDog quickly realised that a digital platform would 

be one of the most effective ways of communicating 
their unique message with a limited budget. It was 
hoped by positioning their brand as ‘non-conformist’ and 
‘pioneering’ they would quickly attract a loyal following of 
similar minded, web savvy, beer lovers. 

This online community would then act as brand 
ambassadors and spread the word to the masses. 

The site would sell and promote BrewDog beer 
– including ‘online only’ exclusive beer brands and 
BrewDog merchandise. 

By engaging with like-minded beer lovers the site would 
establish a ‘BrewDog community’. The ‘community’ 
would interact with site content – from voting on a new 
beer name to discussing what’s hot in the beer world. 

BrewDog’s awareness weapon is guerrilla marketing 
and high profile (sometimes risky!) PR stunts. The website 
would support all of this activity by taking the story to an 
interactive level. 

Lastly, everything you need to know about BrewDog 
and their crafted beer was to be on the site – even 
better, go and learn what the BrewDog community (i.e. 
the retailer’s customers) think about the beer... open, 
transparent and inclusive. 
As such, the key objectives of the site are to create an 
online community of beer lovers, build brand awareness  
and sell more beer! And the main target audiences 
are beer lovers, free thinkers, retailer customers and 
exporters. 

Consistent tone of voice and ‘on-brand’ communication 
is key for the success of the website and runs parallel with 
the functionality and features. This means the content 
and graphic communication is always: 
• Deliberately edgy and obviously independent 
• Authentic in tone and very ‘real’ 
• Personal – the owner and ‘key dogs’ talk direct with the 
website audience 
• Inclusive – ‘your opinion matters’ (almost cooperative 
in feel) 

Very much at the heart of the web experience, the 
‘Dog blog’ engages directly with the audience and invites 
them to participate. The blog area regularly features live 
voting on anything from the next beer name to what 
T-shirt designs should be produced; debate on industry 
issues, video of loyal dogs who have been invited to film 
their BrewDog experiences. 

Video clips featured in the blog area have played an 
important role in the promotion of the brand and launch 
of new products. A number of the clips are almost MTV in 
style. This doesn’t feel like conventional advertising, and 
allows the site audience to interact with the brand and 
product in a fun and creative way. 

The BrewDog shop is simple, easily accessed and 
extremely popular. This no fuss approach helped sales of 
beer and merchandise rocket over the last two years. 

Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Vimeo are also all 
used with great effect to cross link with the blog. 

Chairman’s award:  
brewdog www.brewdog.Com

fmCg website or Campaign

brewdog also won award in the following category:

The results:
Average monthly visits as of June 2010: 117,000. The 
BrewDog site has been structured to deliver the perfect 
platform for the various campaigns and stunts created 
by the BrewDog team. For example, in May an online poll 
campaign – ‘help us decide on new beer to brew’ – was 
run. This saw an increase in visitors of 353% and beer 
Sales on this day jumped from £622 (3rd May) to £4,148 

(5th May). Similar campaigns, including Photo Captions 
and individual product campaigns, included ‘Sink the 
Bismark!” and “Tactical Nuclear Penguin”, and in some 
cases beer sales grew by 2,093%.

James watt and martin dickie, co-founders of brewdog (top) phil Jones,  chairman of the judges presents hampton as-
sociates with the Chairman’s award, alongside deborah green, chief executive, marketing Leeds
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public sector website or campaign: 
mediacom edinburgh

The Workshop designed, produced content 
for and built diploma-support.org as part of 
the multimillion-pound Diploma Support. The 

agency is part of a partnership led by the Specialist 
Schools and Academies Trust for the Learning and 
Skills Improvement Service. 

The site helps teachers and lecturers prepare, 
plan and deliver the new Diploma qualifications 
through interactive activities, bespoke video content 
and social media tools. The aim was to get teachers 
thinking and working in new ways to help them 
deliver the Diploma effectively. 

The site features a wealth of information and 
resources and has become the single place to 
go to for all things related to the Diploma. The 
Workshop also created a real community and sense 
of collaboration among the site’s users. 

The vision was clear from the get-go: to design 
and build a website that would make teachers 
competent and confident. Sounds pretty simple, but 
there was more to it than that. If the site was to get 
teachers and lecturers truly equipped to deliver this 
new qualification, it had to get them thinking and 
working in ways that they hadn’t done before. 

The site needed to help them share knowledge 
and work together. 

The challenging part was the scope: how to create 
content and deliver support that was meaningful to 
tens of thousands of teachers who’d be bringing 
different levels of prior knowledge and experience to 
delivering the new qualification? 

A period of research proved to be extremely 
valuable. It helped us understand all the stresses 
and strains our audience were under, as well as their 
reservations about training and working in a digital 

Scottish Government Marketing insight shows 
that most people agree Organ Donation is an 
important social responsibility providing a rare 

opportunity to save one or more lives. Unfortunately 
there is a fundamental disparity between the number 
of people who agree with the principle and the 
volume who actually sign up to the register. 

The Scottish Government tasked Mediacom with 
helping to devise a media solution that answered 
the brief of reaching all adults in Scotland with the 
Organ Donation message. This required the online 
campaign to translate into tangible results in the 
form of sign ups to the Organ Donor Register.

As the audience was already warm to the idea of 
Organ Donation but historical online conversions to 
registration were low Mediacom had to identify what 
was causing audience apathy towards registration 
and implement ways to overcome this.

Through in depth analysis of previous campaign 
response data, National Health Service Blood and 
Transplant (NHSBT) research, along with industry 
trends regarding data capture campaigns, Mediacom 

was able to identify some clear barriers to registration 
particularly around digital media.  By removing these 
barriers where possible and ensuring they reached 
their audience in high volumes at a low risk to the 
client – including a tactical paid search campaign 
based around extreme sports (asked ‘searchers’ 
to consider life after death) – Mediacom were able 
to significantly increase the level of sign ups to the 
Organ Donation register and demonstrate a large 

decrease in the cost per registration.  
These response channels were complemented by 

direct mail, phone and field marketing.
In total the online campaign added 9,496 

potentially life saving sign ups to the Organ Donation 
register. Not only was this a 15 fold increase year on 
year from previous online activity  but this campaign 
also made the client’s budget work much harder, 
decreasing the cost per registration by 81%. 

the workshop www. diploma-support.org

environment.
The design challenge was to incorporate the 

Department for Children, Schools and Families (now 
the Department for Education) brand guidelines yet 
still create a site that offered a unique service to users. 
We also had to be flexible, with much of the design 
led by the need to adapt to future developments, 
including new content and sub-sites that weren’t 
part of the original design specification. 

Since launching, the site has grown and evolved. 
Not only does it offer hundreds of interactive 
activities, video content, an individualised learning 
programme, a personal organiser tool, downloadable 
handbook and guidance; but also forums and 
blogs to enable ongoing dialogue and collaboration 
between teachers. 

The site also features downloadable activities 
and worksheets in Word format – so that users can 
amend and add to them, and then upload these 
customised versions back to the site for other 

teachers to read through and try for themselves. 
Since it went live, the site’s resources have been 

downloaded more than 124,000 times (as of June 
2010). But users have also created and shared a 
further 3000 documents of their own, including 
lesson plans, discussions and research papers. This 
user-generated content brings the total number of 
downloads to more than 375,000. The site has had 
132,000 unique visitors, making thousands of hits 
per week, with a total of more than 1.8 million page 
views. 

commendation in this category:
•	 Company:  Raw Design Studio
 Client:  Derbyshire Community Health Services 
 Title: www.cocktalesmix.co.uk 
 URL:  www.cocktalesmix.co.uk

nomination in this category:
•	 Company:  MadeByPi 
 Client:  NHS Wakefield 
 Title:  NHS Wakefield Sexual Health   
 URL: http://www.wfact.co.uk 
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not-for-profit/charity website or 
campaign: reading room www.phm.org.uk

The People’s History Museum is a leading 
Manchester charity as well as a hugely iconic 
visitor attraction in the city. The museum explores 

the world challenging events led by the working people 
of Britain and is the National Centre for the collection, 
conservation, interpretation and study of material relating 
to their history.   

Through a huge £12.5million investment, the museum 
building was given a modernist redevelopment doubling 
its size in 2009. This coincided with the launch of a unique 
brand identity and proposition.  

Reading Room created a digital experience to fully 
reflect the new, younger and more outspoken brand. 
They wanted something that would let them compete 
with Manchester’s major tourist attractions and show the 
truly unique historical legacy they had to share. 

The People’s History Museum required a dynamic new 
website and outlined some clear objectives in the brief: 

• It needed to entice potential visitors with access to 
collections, what’s on information and details of everything 
people can see and do at the Museum. 
• The main concept of the brief was based around the 
PHM’s innovative idea of turning the website into an extra 
gallery for the museum with a shop window appeal that 
spoke to both informed visitors and general Manchester 
tourists. 
• Another objective for the museum was to use the 
opportunity to review its proposition for services such as 
corporate hospitality, the café and shop, as well as online 
visitor engagement. 
• The brief had a tight budget and an immovable 
timescale, but Reading Room saw the opportunity to get 
involved and support a local organisation at the heart of 
the local community and heritage. 

As such, Reading Room created a website that 
shouted above the crowd of the other Manchester 
museum’s, galleries and tourist sites to gain awareness 
for being the city’s first and only National Museum. 

Central to the strategic approach was to reflect the 
essence of the museum’s new identity in the website by 
breaking away from tradition and choosing to represent it 
as a moving, colour changing brand interruption. 

The team designed and created pages surrounded 
by brand interruptions, putting the museum’s iconic 
photography at the heart of the designs.    

Photography
• Reading Room opted for strong, arresting imagery 
to reflect the championing of people who have made 
themselves heard through history, with the designers 
immersing themselves in a huge analogue collection 
of images and undertaking a selective digital archiving 
process to create a raft of imagery on which to base 
the site. 

Functionality
• The functionality on the site is simple but effective 
including the use of dynamic exhibitions and events area, 
a collections area using the Ke Emu cataloguing system, 
and user engagement through social media channels. 

• To maximise the benefit of housing their collection 
online, the agency created a feed of collection highlights 
on the homepage to intrigue and grab visitors. 

Visual Design
• Reading Room designed this website on a black 
background with aged brickwork to represent the heritage 
and bright green links, giving the fabulous photography 
centre stage in a “hero area” to challenge and gain the 
visitor’s interest. 
• The visual design was implemented to make an 
impression on viewers, potential partners and supporters 
and drive them to fully explore the site and seek more 
information. 

Results
• The new website is a complete departure from the 
previous site, achieving the fresh perspective the museum 
team desired. 
• The massive 267% increase in traffic year-on-year 

clearly demonstrates how the site has invigorated interest 
and promoted further interest in the brand.  
• A 17% increase in footfall to the PHM year on year.  
• Reading Room has engaged with potential visitors using 
social media, gaining over 700 new Twitter followers and 
over 400 new Facebook fans since the launch. 
• Over 2000 email communications registrants. 

commendations in this category:
•	 Company:  Cuckoo Design
 Client:  Diocese of Salford 
 Title: Get God on your iPhone
 URL: www.salforddiocese.org.uk   

•	 Company:  Story UK
 Client:  Various charities 
 Title: ihave - ‘handraising’, not fundraising     
 URL: http://www.ihave.org.uk/index

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  Elmwood 
 Client:  BBC Breathing Places 
 Title:  Growing something groundbreaking   
 URL: http://www.bbc.co.uk/breathingplaces/treeoclock/ 
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Professional services website or 
camPaign: the gate worldwide www.afternow.co.uk

The Gate Worldwide was approached by 
Glasgow University’s Department of Public 
Health to turn a heavyweight research project 

– which had reached some grim conclusions – into 
inspirational communication. 

“We are fearful, genuinely concerned, that – 
collectively and individually – we face a cacophany 
of threats to health which, unless we make major 
adapatations are going to cause us  significant 
problems. However, fundamentally, we bring a 
message of hope...” 

So said Glasgow University’s charismatic 
Professor Phil Hanlon. The only trouble was 
that the researchers found that their ‘bad news’ 
overshadowed the positive responses they hoped 
to elicit in other academics and policymakers. Even 
their publishers felt the material was too heavy and 
negative to gain any interest – even from a highly 
specialist niche audience.

In short, The Gate Worldwide’s brief was to turn a 
100,000 word academic tome into structured, easily 
digestible, contemporary digital communication. 
The aim was to make the thinking appealing and 
intelligible. 

The team first persuaded the academics to re-
present their ideas in easily digestible formats (an 
introductory 5-minute video delivers the message 
of hope and lays out the core concepts. A further 
five videos extend and deepen the thinking – it’s 
like getting a PhD in Public Health in 30 minutes; 
This top level is supported by a further dozen audio 
podcasts, plus thirty 3,000 word, fully referenced 
academic papers.) 

Professor Phil Hanlon and Dr Sandra Carlisle had 
written an academic treatise on the future health of 
Scottish society. At over 100,000 words, the reading 
was as heavy as the message. 

A major project by Glasgow University’s 
Department of Public Health had reached a 

conclusion. Summarising years of research, its 
polysyllabic title basically translated as ‘the end of 
everything as we know it’. 

Their fundamental premise is that – like many 
civilisations before – our ‘modern’ world is coming 
to an end. Population growth, peak oil, water 
scarcity and many more factors spell disaster for this 
historically brief, petroleum-powered era.

At the same time, the stresses and strains of 
consumerist society – and the consequent social 
divisions – are creating peculiarly modern health 
problems. 

Following a number of mind-expanding ‘tutorials’ 
at Glasgow University’s Department of Public Health 
the agency created a simple strategy for turning 
academia into digital communication. 

Firstly, it created a new ‘brand’ to sum up the 
thinking in a way that wouldn’t frighten people off – 
or lock the research into the present. 

The project was renamed and given it an 
explanatory subline: AfterNow – What’s next for the 
future of public health? 

While the web created wonderful opportunities to 
connect with a highly specialist audience – screen 
reading was not the best way to deliver a complex 
argument that could extent to 100,000 words. 

So, secondly, The Gate created an online structure 
that allowed the audience to grasp the concepts as 
fast as possible. 

Work was split into six sections – an introductory 
overview and 5 supporting segments which delved 
deeper into specific issues. 

The team also wanted users to be able to 
comment, share the thinking and join the debate. 

Finally, it had to be certain that no-one could 
misconceive the ideology as anti-progressive, ‘hippy-
dippy’ or just boring. So the site had to have a look 
and feel that was as far from a dusty academic tome 
as could get. 

The graphic concepts added an edge of cultural 
intelligence that completely squared with the team’s 
iconoclastic thinking.

Prior to launch, The Gate recognised that the issues 
were important. However, it felt that he audience, 
while influential, might number in dozens rather than 
hundreds. In the first months since launch, the site 
has gained over 4,000 visits.  The introductory video 
has been played around 1800 times – with around 
10% of the audience watching all six videos. The 
sector benchmark is 29 seconds per visit. AfterNow 
achieves an average dwell-time of 4.23 minutes – 
around 800% higher. 

The website also benefits from a large proportion 
of return visitors to the website. This shows that 
the content on the website provides a valuable 
resource.

commendation in this category:
•	 Company:  Avian
 Client:  Blackadders 
 Title:  Blackadders: a digital application - putting their own house in order
 URL: www.blackadders.co.uk

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  Quba 
 Client:  Halliwells 
 Title:  How we created the  best legal website   
 URL: www.halliwells.com

•	 Company:  Dog Digital
 Client:  Standard Life Investments 
 Title:  Standard life Investments: flash for the financial elite 
 URL: www.dogdigital.co.uk/content 

•	 Company:  CTI Digital
 Client:  Mercuri 
 Title: Super Agency to the Rescue  
 URL: http://www.mercuri.net/  

•	 Company:  Assembly Studios
 Client:  Area Sq 
 Title: Area Sq Website - ‘Visual, Innovative, Successful’  
 URL: www.areasq.co.uk
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FiNaNCiaL sErViCEs wEBsiTE Or CaMPaiGN: 
MadEBYPi www.LiVE.FirsTdirECT.COM

Frst direct’s ground breaking social media strategy, 
to lead ‘transparency in banking,’ was formulated 
for the bank’s latest acquisition campaign, 

launched in September 2009. The campaign was 
intended to drive customer acquisition together with 
raising brand awareness by challenging the status quo 
of banking and empowering consumers with a channel 
of communication. 

The scope of the LIVE concept was simple: create 
a hub to collate customer’s opinions of first direct, 
whether positive or negative. In order to do this, the site 
aggregated data feeds from over 8 million social media 
sites – the wealth of happy customers was essential 
to share and recommend the bank to drive acquisition 
through the use of and engagement with social media.

Client Brief and Objectives
The economic climate was challenging and it was 
increasingly difficult to attract new customers – trust 
in the financial sector was waning while people were 
reassessing their financial options; providing a possible 
weakness coupled with potential opportunity. 

Additionally, no brand, and especially not a financial 
services brand, had previously harnessed social media 
channels to form the basis of a marketing campaign in 
such a way, so the concept had to be strong enough 
to stand out, relevant enough to prove engaging and 
objective enough to feel credible to consumers. 

The campaign strategy hinged upon the customer 
satisfaction at the heart of the first direct brand. The 
economic climate provided a perfect opportunity to 
provoke people into reappraising their current bank 
relationship. 

Having demonstrated to customers the alternative 
banking experience offered by first direct the next stage 
of the strategy was to get people to act. This would 
be achieved by reaching the target audience within 
their environment, for example the interruption of the 
daily commute with digital outdoor display advertising 
featuring data feeds as received in real-time directly from 
the website. Targeted rich media was also planned.

In order to leverage and reflect real life customer 
sentiments, the data needed to be sourced directly from 
people’s existing online communications and social 
media interactions. This would give first direct access to 
the real-life and objective feelings and comments about 
the brand and give the opportunity to measure reply to 
this. 

The final step was to provide the tools for people to 
share their first direct experiences and socialise content. 
This was organised from the use of the campaign hub 
site firstdirect.com/live and the use of first direct Talking 
Point to allow users to participate in the campaign with 
their direct comments, be they recommendations, 
suggestions, ideas or even disapprovals; it was all 
displayed for users to see in black and white with 
‘openness and honesty’ paving the way for an era of 
‘transparency in banking’.

The hub site fed the wider marketing components 
which included digital outdoor, static outdoor, press 
and rich media. The site consists of live data widgets 
updating at least once an hour with the latest aggregated 

data feeds from over 8m social media sites. 
The campaign activity received outstanding results 

including: Online activity reached approximately 17.8 
million; Microsite had c.40, 000 unique visitors during 
the campaign period; 3,500 comments posted via 
Talking Point; Campaign was mentioned in over 50 
known blogs/forums; Acquisition: 684 applications 
received (185 Current Accounts and 499 Mortgages); 
Strong CTR of up to 0.11%; Industry stand out and 
awards for being ‘different’, ‘brave’ and ‘pioneering’

COMMENdaTiON iN This CaTEGOrY:
•	 Company:  Soup Digital Ltd
 Client:  Aviva 
 Title:  Aviva - Tell Us Your Story   
 URL: http://www.aviva.co.uk/tellusyourstory/

NOMiNaTiONs iN This CaTEGOrY:
•	 Company:  Realise
 Client:  Scottish Widows 
 Title:  Scottish Widows - Little Book of Money  
 URL: www.yourlittlebookofmoney.co.uk

•	 Company:  CIVIC, Hookson, Rapid Mobile
 Client:  NCR 
 Title:  Experience a new world of interaction 
 URL: www.ncradvisoryboard.com   

MadeByPi’ work on this project also won award in 
the following category:

iNTEGraTEd MEdia CaMPaiGN
COMMENdaTiONs iN This CaTEGOrY:
Company:  Story UK
Client:  Ardbeg
Title:  Ardbeg Rollercoaster - Roll up, roll up!   
URL: www.ardbeg.com/rollercoaster    

Company:  Whitespace 
Client: Tennent’s  
Title: Moustaches, monkeys, and 
 a participation strategy that got Hugh talking  

NOMiNaTiON iN This CaTEGOrY:
Company:  BJL
Client:  Mr Green 
Title:  Guide to being a gentleman

•	 Company:  MediaCom Edinburgh
 Client:  RBS 
 Title:  Here for You: Re-establishing Consumer Trust and Pride 

•	 Company:  Cuckoo Design
 Client:  Police Mutual 
 Title: Website redevelopment   
 URL: www.pmas.co.uk
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use of visual design: 
allen design group www.allendesigngroup.com

Creating your own in-house material is always a 
difficult task for agencies. Design is so subjective 
anyway, everyone in our business has their 

views on what’s good and what’s bad.So in the summer 
of 2009 Allen Design Group decided that enough was 
enough and that it needed a new website. Its business 
and services had evolved and it wanted to reflect this to 
the outside world.

The initial brief from the management was somewhat 
open and the response was very ordinary. The team 
spent an entire afternoon critiquing the initial designs 
and the general consensus was that we were designing 
more of the same, more of what the conventional 
agency websites seemed to look like. You’ve guessed 
it, big fonts, gradients, and nice big images!

This was exactly what we didn’t want. As a business 
we have always challenged conventions, and always 
strived to stand out from our competition. It was back to 
the drawing board but well worth it in the end!

This time the brief was a little more detailed. The 
website was to look and feel like no other we had 
previously seen or experienced. It was to be focussed 
on our staff, the most important asset of our business. 
Visitors were to be able to interact with and explore the 
website in some way. These key requirements were of 
course over and above the usual elements; communicate 
our service offering clearly, provide a means to easily 
communicate news and blog items, etc…

The implementation of the chosen route was simply 
breathtaking. The concept was to create a full replica 

If there is one event in the Creative calendar that 
won’t be skipped it is Podge lunch. Back in the 
1990s a group of creative business people who 

had been dealt varying levels of challenge during the 
recession met for a simple lunch and a few drinks. 

This informal get together became known as 
Podge lunch and 20 years on it attracts such design 
luminaries as Erik Spiekermann, Rodney Fitch, 
Martin Lambe-Nairn and Domenic Lippa.  In 2003, 
responding to the development of the digital industry, 
Digital Podge was born as a sister lunch for those 
working on the online frontier. 

While being invited to either is a huge honour in 
itself, being tasked to develop and carry out all the 
campaign touch points is an exercise that allows the 
agency to hold itself to scrutiny of its peers like no 
other.     

Realising that 2009 would be a challenge akin to 
2001 and the dot com bubble burst Line developed 
a concept that would highlight the digital creative 
industries unique accountability.  

From this concept was born a suite of more items 
than the original brief had concieved. 

From brand to website to place cards and menus 
to iPhone apps, Line’s concept has been rolled out 
to build into a comprehensive accompaniment to the 
lunch itself. The team of designers and developers 

line www.digitalpodge.co.uk/2009

have revelled in the opportunity to use data in both a 
humorous and informative manner to highlight some 
of the plusses and minuses of a fledgling but cutting 
edge industry. 

In 2010 this concept has been further extended to 
take into account a new branch of the Podge empire. 
Swedish Podge follows in the success of the Digital 
Podge creative with a Scandanavian slant on the 
original concept. 

The look and feel of the site was well received, 
with many of the Digital Podge high profile attendees 
commenting on the site.

of our offices in cardboard, incorporate photographs of 
our staff members and create animated elements with 
which visitors could interact.

Three and a half solid months of hard graft resulted 
in a very uniquely styled website that brought together 
on and offline design disciplines. The selected areas of 
our studio were modelled in cardboard, lit in a purpose 
built studio environment, photographed and carefully 
manipulated in Photoshop. Staff members were 
interviewed, photographed, inserted into the modelled 
environment and animated. 

To add extra levels of interest and interaction games 
were created. The fish tank in the “digital” section invites 
visitors to shoot the fish! There is an annoying fly you 
can flick away in the “client services” section and there 

is dalek that wants to exterminate you in the “portfolio” 
section. Each time you visit the website there’s a high 
chance that you’ll find something you didn’t know was 
there the last time you visited. An example of this is the 
development team nestled underneath the fish tank!   

The results
Shortly after launch the number of visitors increased by 
over 360% and has maintained this level since. Allen 
Design has had a huge level of interest from visitors in 
China, the number of enquiries and creds pdf requests 
directly from the website have increased exponentially 
and they are currently pitching for work with some of 
the UK’s biggest brands... There needs to be some 
payback for the 500 or so hours spent on the project!

commendation in this category:

•	 Company: Whitespace 

 Client: Tennent’s   

 URL: www.tennents.com  

nomination in this category:

•	 Company: iris Manchester

 Client: Wonderbra 

 Title: The Ultimate Strapless. No straps. 

 No traditional above the line support. Just record sales 

 URL: http://www.ultimatestrapless.co.uk
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FMCG website or CaMpaiGn: 
Fuse diGital www.luCozadeadventures.CoM

The Brief set to Fuse Digital was to creative a digital 
solution to strengthen the Lucozade Energy ‘Do 
More’ brand, recapturing emotional appeal amongst 
16-34 year old males.

The agency met this by inviting users to explore a 
high impact, highly engaging interactive environment. 
Action photography of the adventures flies in and 
out of the screen in fast-paced 3D animation, while 
amazing prize was up for grabs every day for 90 
days.

The Amazing Adventures campaign captures 
everything that is great about digital marketing. It 
combined insightful strategy with excellent creative 
and a robust technical solution, delivering outstanding 
results – a huge improvement on the previous years 
campaign, strengthening and expanding the presence 
of the ‘Do More’ brand across the UK.

The campaign serves as proof that creating 
exciting, engaging digital experiences does deliver 
added value for clients, with measurable ROI.

Lucozade Energy is a well loved British brand and 
whilst it is still the leading energy drink in the UK, the 
market is becoming increasingly competitive and it 
was a concern that it has begun to lose some of it’s 
emotional appeal with the core male 16-34 year old 
target market, particularly the 18-24 year olds.

In 2009 Lucozade Energy looked to emotionally 
reconnect with these 16-34 year old males through 
an integrated campaign that started to address this, 
under the ‘Do More’ branding. A large fan base was 
established on Facebook.

Now they have consumers’ attention, Lucozade 
needed to develop the relationship, looking to get the 
brand talked about again in a positive way, to help 
drive greater relevance and saliency during the all 
important summer period.

The marketing objective for 2010 was to continue 
the growth of and strengthen the ‘Do More’ brand.

Fuse Digital’s brief was to create a website to 
build brand awareness whilst supporting an on-
pack competiton offering consumers the chance to 
win an action adventure prize every day for 90 days. 
The adventure prizes up for grabs were genuinely 

amazing, from kite surfing in Tarifa to snowmobiling 
in Lapland.

Strategy, Planning & Research
The agency identified early that it wanted the website 
to ‘do more’ than host a competition. It wanted 
the website to echo the feeling of excitement and 
adrenaline you get from action sports.

As such, Fuse planned to create a website 
experience that surpassed consumers expectations 
and truly engaged them in a journey of exploration in 
an exhilarating environment.

By creating this environment, the team at Fuse 
Digital was confident it would deliver a strong 
brand message whilst also instilling users with the 
enthusiasm needed to complete their competition 
entry and sign up as a member of the website, 
consequently providing Lucozade with valuable data 
and insights into the target market.

Action & Implementation
Consumers received a unique code on their bottle 
label, and were directed to the website to check if 
they had won a prize.

Rather than being greeted by an unexciting form 
to complete, users were greeted by a high impact, 
engaging website showcasing the adventures 
available for them to win. Action photography of the 
adventures flies in and out of the screen in fast-paced 
3D animation.

Users can filter what they see by intensity level 
and environment using a clever slider system, and 
can then read more about, rate, and share each 
adventure.

Competiton entries were accepted and processed 
using a cleanly designed form linking into data 
capture system integrated with Lucozade’s existing 
user database, and users were automatically notified 
by email as to whether they had won or not. There 
was no limit on repeat entries.

Traffic was also driven to the site from online 
media, social networking groups, as well as outdoor 
advertising and PR.

Results
When compared to the 2009 campaign website 
(which was considered a huge success), the figures 
themselves are ‘amazing’.

The ultimate test of the website is the number 
of competition entries. In the space of 90 days for 
which the campaign ran the website received a total 
of 269,000 visits, an average of 2930 visits per day, 
slightly less than the previous years website average 
of 3100 per day. However these visits resulted in  over 
182,000 entries, compared with 19,300 the previous 
year – A massive 900% increase in conversion.

Other key engagement stats:
1.6 million page views (320% improvement on 

previous years website of 507,708)
Average of 5.8 pages per visit (340% improvement 

on previous years website average of 1.7 pages)
4 minute average dwell time on website (nearly 

a 400% improvement on previous years website 
average)

The competition campaign ended on May 31st, yet 
the website is still attracting an average of over 300 
visitors per day, 28% of which are returning visitors, 
proving it has strong appeal even without the prize 
incentives.

CoMMendation in this CateGory:

•	 Company:  Story UK
 Client:  Ardbeg 
 Title: Ardbeg Rollercoaster - Roll up, roll up!  
 URL: www.ardbeg.com/rollercoaster

noMinations in this CateGory:

•	 Company:  MadeByPi
 Client:  Ronseal
 Title: Ronseal website   
 URL: http://www.ronseal.co.uk/

•	 Company:  Whitespace
 Client:  Tennent’s 
 Title: The Tennent’s Hub: a website or a participation strategy? 
  URL: www.tennents.com

•	 Company:  Extreme Creations
 Client:  Wensleydale Creamery 
 Title: Celebrating a   
 URL: http://www.wensleydale.co.uk
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recruitment site or campaign: madebypi www.interactive.firstdirect.com/jobs

travel/leisure/sports website: exstatik

At first direct, call centre recruitment is 
fundamental to the brand’s ethos; first direct 
was the first telephone bank and the first to 

offer a service 24 / 7 / 365. One in three customers 
joins first direct on personal recommendation, so 
exceptional service is something of a second nature 
to first direct’s employees. 

With first direct handling around 235,000 telephone 
calls every week – with each and every call excelling 
in customer service – the recruitment process is the 
corner stone of this success. 

First direct’s Recruitment team evaluated the existing 
call centre recruitment process and identified the need 
to grow engagement and communication between 
the applicant and the bank. The establishment of 
a communication channel would prove essential to 
provision of consistent applicant support throughout 
the recruitment process. 

The necessity to facilitate growth of identity and 
sense of belonging for the candidate throughout the 
recruitment process shaped the key objectives for the 
recruitment site.

The launch of the first direct Applicants VIP Area 
saw the recruitment process lifted to new heights. 
A member only site area targeted solely at first and 
second stage applicants (following a successful 
telephone interview) delivers exclusive personalised 
content to applicants, preparing them for each stage 
of the recruitment process and ultimately welcoming 
them into the first direct family. 

The Strategy 
To successfully deliver on the core objectives, the 
strategy focussed on four core aspects: 
• Delivering an exclusive login-only area; 
• Designing an intuitive, user friendly and visually 
engaging area; 
• Tracking applicant activity within the site to ensure 
all legal requirements are met; 
• Supporting candidates through from the initial stage 
of recruitment to their first day arrival at first direct.

The strategy was formed to meet the recruitment 
stage one and two requirements: 

Following an applicant’s successful telephone 
interview a username and password are supplied 
to share access the stage one Applicant VIP Area. 
Content includes
• Step by step guide to ‘what happens next’ ensuring 
the candidate is prepared for the interview 
• Information on the recruitment team, allowing the 
candidate to view photographs and a biography of 
their potential stage two interviewer 
• Video tour of the building to prepare the candidate 
for the site they will visit
• Electronic copies of all required paperwork.

Stage two content is tailored to create a feeling 
of exclusivity, to reflect a sense of belonging and 
distinction reinforcing the fact that typically only one 
in 20 candidates progress to be offered positions.
• Congratulatory video message from the CEO
• Personalised content 
• Facts, figures and testimonials supporting and 
inspiring their decision to join the team
• Dialogue channel is opened with the use of the 
Frequently Asked Questions section – new questions 
are responded to directly and if deemed useful for 
others, published as FAQ content to the live site. 

• A record of candidate’s activity within the site is 
tracked to provide the recruitment team with greater 
insight into the individuals’ preparation for interview.

Results 
The appearance rate at interview has increased from 
65% to 95% with the launch of the site. The number 
of query telephone calls to the Recruitment team has 
dramatically reduced as candidates have found the 
information they need in the FAQs section of the site. 

The launch of the site has saved the Recruitment 
team over £30k per annum in production of collateral, 
postage, packing and fulfilment. While the reduction in 
telephone calls to the Recruitment team has resulted 
in a reduction in salary costs of £20k per annum. 

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  Clock Creative Communications
 Client:  Fostering Solutions 
 Title:  Finding people who care   
 URL: http://www.fosteringsolutions.com     

•	 Company:  smrs ltd
 Client:  NEXT Ltd 
 Title:  Stand Out From The Crowd 
 URL: http://careers.next.co.uk/trainees/

•	 Company:  Bluecube Interactive
 Client:  Jameson 
 Title:  Are you the Vital Ingredient?  
 URL: http://www.thevitalingredient.ie

Adidas asked Exstatik to create a viral campaign 
to promote the launch of the new Chelsea 
09/10 season football shirt.

To create demand for the new shirt, Exstatik used 
the 12th Man concept to inspire Chelsea FC fans, 
knowing most dream of playing for the team. 

They used this aspiration to create a money-can’t-
buy prize as a reward for visiting a bespoke microsite, 
buying a shirt and answering a question – for the 
chance to win their dream. 

Tickets to the game at Stamford Bridge, a training 
kit so they could really feel like part of the team, entry 
to the Chelsea FC club box for pre-match food and 
drinks, a personal escort through the tunnel with the 
players – and the buzz of walking out to the roaring 
crowd to take their seat.

The idea was that you or a friend could become 
the 12th man at Chelsea, essentially a new signing, 
and be personally welcomed by Frank Lampard and 
Michael Ballack into the changing rooms and the 
pitch. 

Combining an interactive experience of Flash and 
video, the viral email asks your name and what type 
of player you are. Then it builds into a bespoke first 
person video where you are welcomed at the player’s 
entrance, and enter the changing rooms to be shown 
your own personalised shirt by Frank Lampard. 

The viral concludes with a chance to be on a wall of 
fame, and of course, a link to buy the latest Chelsea 

football shirt.
100,000 users viewed the viral in the first day it 

was launched and over 250,000 viewers in a month, 
with resulting shirt sales from the viral in excess of 
10,000.

commendation in this category:
•	 Company:  McCann Manchester
 Client:  Welcome to Yorkshire 
 Title:  Welcome to Yorkshire.com   
 URL: http://www.yorkshire.com/

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  Exstatik
 Client:  Reebok 
 Title:  Amir Khan - Reebok Retrain   
 URL: http://www.reebok.com/GB/amirkhan

•	 Company:  Fuse Digital
 Client:  Lucozade Sport 
 Title:  FitCoach   
 URL: www.lucozade.com/fitcoach

•	 Company:  fuse8
 Client: Red Bull  
 Title:  Red Bull Music Academy
 URL: http://rbma.deletelondon.com/london
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interactive/entertainment website game 
or campaign: madebypi www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/games/#/lb/games/play/relic

CBBC’s Relic interactive game represents 
a best in class online experience as the 
supporting interactive element to a new 

CBBC TV show, ‘Relic: Guardians of the Museum’. 
The TV programme was made up of thirteen 

episodes set within the British Museum, in which a 
trio of child contestants must uncover the secrets 
of a particular relic held within the Museum and 
complete a series of challenges relating to it. The 
accompanying online game added an interactive 
dimension by giving the CBBC audience the 
opportunity to uncover the relics themselves within 
a virtual museum. 

Following each episode of ‘Relic: Guardians of the 
Museum’, a clue appeared on the CBBC website, 
guiding users to find that week’s hidden relic. 

Once it was found, users resumed the game, 
watched a video relating to the relic, answered a 
historical question and then experienced the relic 
appearing in the virtual museum. The aim of the 
game was to collect and return all thirteen relics to 
the museum by the end of the series. 

Upon completion, users were rewarded with a 
certificate honouring them as ‘Guardians of the 
Museum’.  

The immersive online game mirrored the museum 
environment on the TV show, including imagery and 
sound. The site had a substantial number of returning 
visitors who were tasked with a quest to find all 
thirteen relics across a thirteen week period. The 
game that we produced was fun, educational and 
interactive, giving the show wider, online coverage. 

BBC Radio 4’s ‘A History of the World in 100 
objects’ is written and narrated by Neil MacGregor, 
the Director of the British Museum. The series is 
made up of 100 shows, each one focusing on a relic 
from the vast collection at the British Museum. 

As part of the British Museum’s partnership 
with the BBC, CBBC were commissioned to run 
a 13-part TV series called “Relic: Guardians of the 
Museum” aimed at giving younger viewers a unique 
and engaging introduction to key historic objects 
and relics. 

The TV show followed three contestants whose 
mission each week was to unlock a relic in the 
museum. Assisted by a ghost tour guide called 
Agatha, the children travelled back in time to gain 
assistance with their challenge and avoid the ‘dark 
forces’ that roam the galleries at night. 

By finishing the task, the winners earned the 
title ‘Guardian of the Museum’ and could see the 
object in question returned to the museum. If they 
failed, they would “face incarnation forever within the 
Museum walls”. 

Intended for an audience of 8 to 14 year olds, 
the TV show “Relic - Guardian of the Musuem” was 
broadcast for 13 weeks from January 2010. 

The brief to MadeByPi as the digital agency was 
to create a bespoke digital interactive experience to 
support and reinforce the key principles of the TV 
show and deepen the audiences’ interaction and 
engagement with the relics and museum artifacts. 

Devised with the intention to work alongside the 
TV show, the project objectives were to: 
•  Deliver a fully accessible flash application game 
that would offer an immersive and interactive online 
experience 
•  Bring to life and offer direct interaction with the 
core principles of the TV show 
Client Brief and Objectives 
•  Encourage repeat viewing and site usage, offering 
new reasons for users to return weekly with new 
content being made available regularly 
•  Reward visitors for interacting with and learning 
from the Museum and Relic content 

commendations in this category:
•	 Company: Jollywise Media
 Client: Disney 
 Title: Toy Story Missions    
 URL: http://www.toystorymission.co.uk/ 

• Company: Naked Penguin Boy
 Client: Paramount Pictures International 
 Title: Shrek - The Final Chapter - Ogre Training  
 URL: http://www.shrekinternational.com/intl/uk/ogretraining/index.html
 

nominations in this category:
• Company: Realise 
 Client: Realtime Worlds 
 Title: APB.com - Just show me the game, dude.  
 URL: www.apb.com

• Company: twentysix
 Client: P&G 
 Title: Pringles Pringoooals  
 URL: http://apps.facebook.com/dancetovictory/ 
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retail/e-commerce website: 
start creative http://coreskills.micoach.com

The brief set out to Start Creative was to create 
an inspiring and engaging in-store experience 
that reinforces the Adidas brand; the promise of 

‘enabling a better you’ and to boost the new Beijing 
store’s sporting credentials.

The concept behind Core Skills is that understanding 
core physical abilities is the first step towards unlocking 
sporting potential. 

Start Ceative worked with Adidas sports scientists 
and R&D to identify the core skills needed by athletes to 
play or perform at a professional level. It used this insight 
to design an instore unit that could measure these core 
skills, with Judge Gill creating and designing the instore 
environment and Start Creative creating, designing and 
building the instore elements, website, and technology. 

The training plan offered is based on customers’ 
individual performance on their speed, balance, and 
jump results. The tests are carried out via a base plate 
that also measures BMI. Customers interact via a 
touch screen interface, and all of this links back to the 
miCoach website, where customers can register online 
for personalised coaching. 

This approach allows Adidas to engage its customers 
in a fun, interactive experience in store, use it as the 
basis for a CRM campaign, offer its customers real 
fitness benefits, drive repeat traffic to the website and 
in store, and reinforce Adidas’ position as the market 

Established in 1993, Daniel Footwear is based 
in Leeds and has branches in 17 different cities 
across the country. It houses an extensive 

collection of designer shoes and accessories. 
Daniel’s own-brand products comes from factories 

that supply the leading fashion houses of the world 
such as Christian Dior and Christian Louboutin. 

 Daniel Footwear invited Blueclaw Media to redesign 
their website to gain an edge over their competitors, 
with a particular emphasis on developing a more 
SEO-friendly site. 

The agency was given six months to draft up 
a design that incorporates practicality, improved 
administration, better user experience, and optimised 
for conversion.  

 The original CMS (content management system) 
did not give the company the ability to import or 
export data easily, search for specific orders at a 
specific period, or any of the increased usability 
functions like Customer Reviews and Ratings, Cross 
Promotion Boxes, Product Zoom or Refine Search 
that today’s customer expects from visiting the best 
converting sites on the web.  

 Since launching the new site, Blueclaw has made 
significant progress: Daniel Footwear is now on Page 
1 of Google for the highly competitive terms, Womenís 
Shoes and Designer Shoes.  

 Utilising Google Analytics, the agency measured 
the consequence of having an effective SEO 
optimised e-commerce cart that has been designed 

blueclaw media www.danielfootwear.com

leader in sports performance technology. 
Core Skills has been a run away success, in excess 

of 44,000 customers have registered on the miCoach 
interactive units in-store. The test units have been used 
over 120,000 times since launch - that’s an average of 
more than 80 users a day spending at least 15 minutes 
on the machines.

Core Skills’ objective was to make Adidas sport 
performance stores a more exciting, engaging

and on-brand place for its customers to visit. Research 
shows that core skills has started to provide adidas with 
a return on their investment in terms of meeting these 
marketing objectives. Success of the Beijing prototype 
has led to a current global roll out programme.

for conversion and found that their conversion rate 
has increased significantly (from under 0.5% to over 
2.5%). Non-paid traffic has increased by 37.21%.

Furthermore, Daniel Footwear are extremely 
pleased with their new website - it gives them more 
administrative control, their rankings have increased 
and it has brought improved traffic and, most 
importantly, increased sales.

nominations in this category: 

•	 Company: PureNet
 Client: BuyShedsDirect 
 Title: A real SHEDucation: 
 an e-commerce solution to maximise online revenue  
 URL: www.buyshedsdirect.co.uk

•	 Company: Equator
 Client: Greaves Sports 
 Title: Scottish Football Direct for Greaves Sports 
 URL: www.scottishfootballdirect.com
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use of paid search: blueclaw media 

use of organic search: impact media ltd

National Holidays is a leading coach holiday 
operator offering a wide variety of coach holidays 
to destinations in the UK, Ireland and Europe 

in a growing but highly competitive market currently 
worth £2.3bn and carrying 8 million passengers a year. 
The company has grown quickly to become the UK’s 
number one coach holiday company. 

A number of regional reservation centres deliver 
telephone sales and customer service, with an 
improved website catering for a vastly increasing 
number of online sales both from direct customers and 
travel agents. 

 National Holidays instructed Blueclaw to begin 
a PPC campaign with the aim of delivering online 
bookings within cost per acquisition (CPA) target of 
£20 per booking. From a starting point of over £100 per 
booking, through ongoing optimisation the campaign 
posted a cost per booking low of £6.25. 

The client had previously tested a small campaign 
using Google AdWords in-house but had not achieved 
the desired cost per acquisition targets. The client 
had recently redesigned their website (which uses a 
third party booking engine) and was keen to prove the 
effectiveness of new digital marketing initiatives with 
the intention of diverting more marketing budget from 
more traditional offline campaigns. 

This campaign was developed as a trial to measure 
the effectiveness of Google AdWords for  this company. 
The client is now in a position to consider diverting more 
budget from other marketing channels into paid search 
as a cost-effective method to generate bookings.  

Merlin Cycles are a highly successful specialist 
bike manufacturer and distributor. Since 
the 

Chorley-based business was founded in 1992, 
they have established a reputation as one of the 
leading ecommerce websites dedicated to bicycles 
and related accessories. 

 Whilst the Merlin Cycles website was regularly 
attracting upwards of 5,000 visitors a day, it still had 
the potential for further growth. With this in mind, the 
company sought out an agency capable of improving 
their online presence by professionally managing the 
website’s Search Engine Optimisation (SEO). 

 Impact Media was appointed as the company’s 
professional SEO Agency in April 2008 and the initial 
phase of work began immediately. They knew the 
website already had a decent online presence, with 
a domain first registered in February 2000 providing 
a decent age and the brand name being recognised 
amongst bike enthusiasts. 

 This said, it was clear the site required widespread 
changes when it came to organic search. From 
keyword research and competitor analysis, through 
to website optimisation and link building, Impact 
identified weaknesses and looked to address the 
issues. 

 The results have been dramatic. Visitors from 
organic search (SEO) have increased 136% to date, 
due to the increased visibility in the major search 

engines. 
On top of this, direct traffic has increased 63%, 

indicating improved brand awareness for Merlin 
Cycles as a result of the agency’s activity.  

  Its work has vastly improved the profitability of the 
Merlin Cycles website, which has seen conversion 
rate increase by 24.5% since the introduction of 
Ecommerce tracking in July 2009, providing the 
client with a measurable return-on-investment (ROI) 
on their organic search (SEO) spend. 

The client Merlin Cycles has reported significant 
increases in profits both online and offline as a 
result of the SEO campaign and continues to work 
with Impact Media to further the results already 
achieved.

commendations in this category:
•	 Company:  Bloom Media 
 Client:  Ebuyer.com 
 Title:  Best Kept Secret   
 URL: www.ebuyer.com

•	 Company:  Steak 
 Client:  Virgin Holidays 
 Title:  How SEO helped Virgin Holidays take off everything! 

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  Fast Web Media Ltd
 Client:  The Premier League 
 Title:  Out-Performing the Ticket Touts   
 URL: www.premierleague.com 

•	 Company:  Fast Web Media Ltd
 Client:  Bravissimo 
 Title:  Organic & Universal Search   
 URL: www.bravissimo.com 

 A principal benefit of using Google AdWords for 
this campaign has been the ability to track the exact 
return on investment, delivering measurable ROI for 
the campaign within the client’s target range.

 
commendation in this category:
•	 Company: Fast Web Media Ltd
 Client:  Bravissimo 
 Title: Reaching the Right People at the Right Time  
 URL: www.bravissimo.com 

nominations in this category:

•	 Company:  MediaCom Edinburgh

 Client: RBS 

 Title:  Give me a call!   

 URL: http://www.rbs.co.uk/personal/mortgages.ashx  

•	 Company:  Net Media Planet

 Client:  The Perfume Shop 

 Title: Paid Search delivered a 280% increase in revenue 

 through a clear integration strategy and innovation
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News/media/publishiNg website: 
realise www. film4.com

Having moved from a subscription channel to 
a freeview channel in 2008, the film4 website 
was providing content inconsistent with its 

newer, more democratic audience. It was also an 
expensive cost centre which underdelivered on its 
business goals. 

The client decided to reduce content production for 
the site by 80%. 

Realise was tasked with redesigning the site in line 
with the new audience. And although the content 
decreased hugely, the brief was to retain visitor figures 
whilst turning the site into an advertising-based 
revenue centre. In short: Deliver less content to a wider 
audience with greater return.

Film4 make movies. Great movies, like Trainspotting, 
Slumdog Millionaire and Four Lions. They also show 
movies. When they launched, they were a subscription 
channel, so they attracted film fanatics who were happy 
to pay for the types of films that Film4 made and aired.

So in the beginning film4.com was aimed at film 
fanatics and the site was filled with massive amounts 
of content. From articles about wardrobe continuity 
errors in Iranian cinema, to the psycho-suggestive 
appearance of parrots in Swedish Film Noir. It was for 
people who loved film a bit too much.

When Film 4 became free the audience changed. 
With a wider audience, the channel began to show a 
wider range of films. From mainstream action, to low 
budget documentary - ensuring that standards were 
high, but there was something for everyone.

Although the audience changed, the website 
remained the same. Film4.com was cluttered, dated, 
difficult and costly to maintain. And because it had so 
much content, it was broad yet unfocused.

The Brief
• Get people watching films on Film4 
• Promote the films that Film4 are making 
Realise was asked to redesign the website and support 
their internal technical teams. It was to research the 
users, assess the current content, develop a new site 
structure and visual designs, and support them as they 
implemented the designs. 

Content production for the site would reduce by 
80%. Yet the agency was tasked with keeping visitor 
figures high to retain advertising income. 

Strategy implementation 
Research, analysis, strategy, information architecture, 
wireframing, user testing... 

Realise studied user research and developed multiple 
personas for users with different needs. More importantly 
the team identified what all users had in common: 
• They sat down to watch films at the same times: 
7pm, 9pm, and 11pm. 
• They liked talking about films, both face to face and 
online. 
• They felt differently about films that they did about 
other TV programmes.

People rarely dim the lights, invite their friends over 
and make popcorn to watch The Apprentice. But they 
will for films. To streamline the site and make it easier 

to maintain, Realise prioritised and categorised the 
content (all 60,000 pieces of it) and described the new 
structure and user journeys through wireframes which 
endured rigourous user testing.

A new visual direction 
A site about film should feel filmic and visual, It should 
evoke the emotion, passion, impact and awe of 
cinema
• Cinematic: Visual/emotional impact of film. Cinema 
ratio image display. Black background: reflects cinema 
experience. 
• Productions: Information about Film4 productions 
current releases and films in production. 
• Navigable: Fewer options allow for more intuitive user 
journeys through the whole site. 

• Contribute: Allowing the user to contribute and 
interact with publishers and other users. 
• 7/9/11pm: Make sure the No.1 thing they want to 
do, is easy to do. Find the evening’s viewing quickly. 
• Dig deeper: The same high quality content is still 
published for the fanatics.

The results
Visitor numbers have stayed the same. But remember, 
the client reduced overall content production by 80%. 
The overall net promoter score has increased by 4%, 
which means users are happier even though Film4 is 
giving them much less content. Meanwhile, the new 
design has attracted interest from studio advertisers, 
particularly for page takeovers, providing higher income 
than the typical run-of-site advertising.

“film4.com was aimed at film faNatics aNd the site was 
filled with articles about the psycho-suggestive 
appearaNce of parrots iN swedish film Noir. it was 
for people who loved film a bit too much.”
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digital media strategy: steak swiftcover.com

As part of its ongoing strategy of maintaining 
regular awareness and interest in a 
category/brand that is purchased once a 

year, swiftcover.com, a leading pioneer in online 
insurance, sought to engage with its music-
loving audience through a fun, summer, online 
campaign.  

Using social media as the main hub for the 
idea, the campaign tapped into the music festival 
passion by developing a Facebook app and an 
interactive competitive challenge to social media 
fans to devise the “Summer’s Hottest Playlist”. 

Absolute Radio DJs provided a master list of 
75 tracks; links to Spotify provided the audience 
with an easy way to hear the tracks, as well as 
the chance to win a Spotify premium account for 
a year. 

The iconic singer Iggy Pop, the face of swiftcover.
com’s above the line advertising campaign ‘Get a 
Life’, helped with the tone of voice. Iggy was used 
in the display ads and on the Facebook page he 
gave voters the options to either vote “Sucks” or 
“Rocks” as they nominated their favourite tracks. 

The winning top tracks (www.facebook.com/
getalife.swiftcover) were revealed to 
Facebook fans of swiftcover.com in 
June, and the playlist is available to 
download from Spotify throughout 
the summer. 

As a result of the activity, swiftcover.
com increased its Facebook fans 
by 280% in a two-week period, 
and 22,000 people voted for this 
Summer’s Hottest Playlist. 

Background
Launched in 2005, swiftcover.com 
was the first ever online-only car 
insurance provider, promising no call 
centres and low cost quotes within 60 
seconds. It offers customers a quick, 
hassle free way to buy insurance and 
its revolutionary approach has made 
it an online success story.  

Steak has worked with swiftcover.
com since its launch, driving 
response through digital media to 
deliver quotes, and ultimately, sales. 

Over time, swiftcover.com’s digital 
strategy has evolved beyond pure 
direct response to focus increasingly 
on brand-building and customer 
engagement. Steak’s ‘Summer’s 
hottest playlist’ campaign was designed as part of this broader strategy. 

Client brief and objectives
Car insurance isn’t something that most people get excited about, and it’s 
something most consumers purchase only once a year. swiftcover.com wanted 
to create a connection with their audience, and place their brand in their minds, 
ensuring that when the time came to make a decision about car insurance in 
the future, swiftcover.com would be there in the consideration set.   

The specific targets were to grow swiftcover.com’s existing base of 

Facebook fans (users who ‘like’ their page) from 
500 to 1,500; to have 10,000 people take part in 
the promotion by voting for their favourite songs 

So, Steak devised a campaign that tapped 
into a main passion point of the swiftcover.com 
audience – music – by offering music-lovers the 
chance to create this “Summer’s Hottest Playlist” 
in collaboration with Absolute Radio. 

The campaign built upon swiftcover.com’s 
‘Get a Life’ above-the-line campaign theme to 
encourage users to ‘get a life’ this summer by 
voting for the summer’s hottest tracks.  

A master playlist of 75 tracks was selected by 
popular Absolute Radio DJs Christian O’Connell, 
Geoff Lloyd and Ben Jones. Spotify and Absolute 
Radio listeners were prompted by the DJs to visit 
the swiftcover.com Facebook page and vote daily 
for two weeks (from June 7th) via the “sucks” or 
“rocks” buttons beside the track. This saw the 
music tracks physically rise and fall, depending 
on popularity, on the Facebook “chart”.

Audio and display ads including billboards and 
takeover pages appeared on Spotify, absoluteradio.
co.uk and Facebook, linking through to swiftcover.

com’s Facebook page. 
The Facebook app then linked 

back to Spotify, encouraging voters 
to go to Spotify to listen to the tracks 
they’d voted for, with the added 
incentive of the opportunity to win a 
Spotify premium account for a year.

The final playlist was made 
available on Spotify in June, and was 
available for download all summer 
long. 

Results
During the 2 weeks that the campaign 
was live over 1,900 Facebook fans 
‘liked’ the campaign page (400 
more than the target number) and 
over 22,000 people voted for their 
hottest songs – 220% of the target 
number of 10,000.  

Swiftcover.com now plan to 
extend the campaign as part of 
their digital strategy for the rest of 
the year, using Facebook as a hub 
for other seasonal promotions – for 
example around Halloween and 
Christmas playlists. 

nominations in this category:

•	 Company:  Hampton Associates
 Client:  BrewDog 
 Title:  Proud to be alternative   
 URL: www.brewdog.com   

•	 Company:  Fast Web Media Ltd
 Client:  Molson Coors Brewers (UK) Ltd. 
 Title: Cobra Beer Campaign Launch    
 URL: http://www.cobrabeer.com/
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Best use of email: Bjl (asda)

Asda launched its online grocery-shopping site in 
1998.  Since this time Asda has developed ever 
more sophisticated email marketing campaigns, 

designed to maximise conversion of interest into 
regular shopping.  

Asda.com now offers consumers access to an online 
shopping experience where they can select from a 
broad range of products be that grocery, white goods 
or clothing and enjoy all the attributes of the Asda 
brand.  The online shopping experience offers value 
for money, ease, access and home delivery to a range 
of Asda shoppers.  Asda’s online offering is promoted 
through TV, Search, integrated communications 
in store and throughout the customer magazine. 
Shopping patterns, basket size, profitability and 
website behaviour are tracked by the Asda analytics 
team.  The team had identified that after a strong start 
sales growth had started to slow and we needed to 
address this trend.

BJL’s  challenge was to ensure that all customers 
who registered to shop with Asda through the 
acquisition programme then went on to be loyal and 
valuable online shoppers for the brand.  

The objective was to ensure robust, relevant, 
compelling and timely messages were sent to the 
customers to drive habitual shopping behaviour and 
increase basket size.

Since the campaigns in market at the time were in 
their infancy and relatively broad in their targeting they 
were used as the only benchmark

Strategy Implementation
Historically due to a number of constraints the majority 
of the inactive customer base was treated as a single 
segment and free deliver was deemed the single and 
most universally used incentive to change behaviours.  
Active customers were managed in a seperate 
business as usual programme.  Therefore the focus 
was on inactive customers who had either never 
shopped the brand on line or who had lapsed from a 
“normal” shopping pattern with Asda.com

BJL set about developing a more strategic approach 
to customer communications with the end goal of 
developing more structured programmes to increase 
effectiveness

The journey started with really understanding from a 
data perspective.  Where were the most critical times in 
the customer journey, where the campaign could have 
the most influence or where the customer stopped 
engaging with us the most?  BJL reviewed registrants 
and shopper’s behaviours to develop a deeper and 
more meaningful understanding of their interactions 
with our online brand and environment. They also 
undertook shopper research to understand barriers 
to shopping our brand online, reasons for lapsing and 
motivations to [re] engage.  All of which laddered up 
to the creation of three behavioural segments: RNP - 
Registered not purchased; Nursery – Recent one off 
purchase; Lapsed – No longer purchasing. 

Strategically BJL developed specific programmes 
by segment to address the customer latent behaviour, 
drive them along the customer journey and optimise 

their relationship with the brand in a cost effective 
way.  The strategy was premised on a test and learn 
approach.  More data was gathered to fully understand 
the impact of the messages, offers, timing and creative 
and these programmes were adapted to embrace this 
learning.

Focussing (for the purpose of this casestudy only) 
on the “Registered not purchased” segment, the 
strategy addresses those customers who have come 
to the site, registered as part of their onsite journey 
but not gone on to shop the site.  The ambition for 
them is to ensure that, across the contact plan, BJL 
could deliver the most appropriate level of messaging 
to deliver, including education (how to use the service, 
how easy it is), re-assurance (relationship to the offline 
shopping experience with brand cues ever present), 
and incentive (offers, vouchers, Asda value and final 
push around free delivery).

Meanwhile, the frequency of communications was 
determined by a number of factors

Creative Rationale
Creative content, layout, imagery and messaging are 
plain, simple and have a down to earth tone. The brand 
never over complicates things and it never patronises, 
this is reflected in our online communications to each 
customer group.  BJL utilised people imagery to 
humanise the online experience and bring the warmth 
of the Asda people to the message.  Red colour cues 
stand out to show savings and offers at appropriate 
times in the journey be that an alert regarding our 

rollback proposition at the start of the communications 
through to free delivery as a final push in the last touch 
point.

Results
Actual results are not available due to confidentiality 
issues. However, across the campaign period open 
rates, click through rates and conversion (to purchase) 
rates have virtually doubled, average order value 
compares well with regular shoppers, and the cost 
per order and cost to sales ratio reflect the increased 
investment against this segment. Activity towards the 
end of the campaign, which took on the learnings from 
earlier tests see a positive reduction in both these 
measures. Re-order rates have increased by 12% and 
overall sales by 11%, compare to previous equivalent 
activity, over a similar period.

commendation in this category: 
•	 Company:  Creative Lynx
 Client:  Lancaster University 
 Title:  Lancaster University - The first for Northern Soul  

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  Hillarys
 Client:  Hillarys 
 Title:  web-blinds June World Cup email campaign      

•	 Company:  Story UK
 Client: Ardbeg
 Title: Ardbeg Corryvreckan - the Sea-quel: a tale with a twist  
 URL: www.ardbeg.com/twist 

“the oBjective was to ensure roBust, relevant, 
compelling and timely messages were sent to the 
customers to drive haBitual shopping Behaviour and 
increase Basket size.”
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use of affiliate marketing: 
digital window (vodafone)

Digital Window’s campaign has been at the 
forefront of the telecoms affiliate sector for 
seven years. 

A dedicated internal team of affiliate managers 
grow partnerships with affiliate companies full-time, 
allowing the agency to devote resource to developing 
new and innovative aspects of their campaign. 

Key areas of focus this year have been affiliate 
communication and transparency with a new 
Affiliate Resource Centre prepared for launch and a 
groundbreaking study into multiple attribution, leading 
to Digital Window’s suggestion of a new affiliate model 
- Payment on Influence.

The thorny issue of multi-attribution has been 
talked about within the affiliate industry for three 
years now, yet no CPA advertiser has established an 
alternative payment model. In light of this a six month 
project run by it affiliate manager was commissioned, 
interrogating DoubleClick data from thousands of 
transactions over a six month period. The data was 
modelled to show how affiliate interactions occur 
within a ‘typical’ sale, where different affiliates impact 
a sale and how different payment models would affect 
commissions. 

This extensive research and data analysis showed 
that an average of 2.2 affiliate referrals drive a sale but 
on last click modeling only one of these referrals will 
take all commission. 

Senior management supported the conclusion that 
the findings pointed to the benefits of launching a 
pioneering new model both to the company and their 
affiliates, dubbed ‘Payment on Influence’.

Background 
Appointing an affiliate manager internally meant Digital 
Window could truly integrate the channel into their 
online team. Affiliate marketing accounts for a very 
sizable proportion of online sales in any given month, 
equating to a multi-million budget per year, so there is 
high-level buy-in to its worth and affiliates are given a 
voice in all major online strategic decisions. 

Brief 
To research and deliver a new commission structure 
based on looking beyond last click and in doing so 
assess and better understand the roles different 
affiliate types play in the sales’ path. This in turn 
would build a clearer picture of the ‘value’ offered by 
different affiliates at various stages. 

For example, with mobile phones it’s widely known 
how big comparison sites are instrumental in driving 
incremental sales but their role towards the start 
of the buying cycle is less understood within the 
affiliate channel. By analysing different click paths to 
a transaction and applying various payment models 
based on varying perceptions of what value represents 
would potentially offer them higher commissions that 
would in turn be reinvested in promoting the campaign 
more aggressively.

It was imperative that all click paths were 
understood and different commission modelling (first 
click, last click, first click weighted, last click weighted 

and equal weighting) was analysed for the ’best fit’ 
solution. 
Strategy
The findings from the analysis were shared with 
Digital Window’s affiliate network Affiliate Window and 
used to inform immediate decisions about sectors to 
focus on for affiliate growth and commission changes 
throughout December 09 and January 10. 

For example, with the help of Affiliate Window 
account managers, the agency implemented a fast-
track scheme to enable content and tariff comparison 
sites to gain higher rates that would normally be open 
only to companies driving higher volumes. 

These detailed findings were then released in 
a white paper to their affiliate base as a whole, 
allowing complete transparency on an affiliate’s role 
in customer journeys as never seen before. 

The team has also completed a full technical plan 
for how Payment on Influence will be implemented 
by late 2010, requiring significant resource and 
attention. 

The new plan acknowledges the ‘sale initiator’ 
role played by price comparison and content sites 
who stand to gain from a shift in payment modeling. 
This in turn should lead to increased coverage and 
promotion for Digital Window as these affiliates tend 
to be more commission sensitive than, for example, 
voucher code sites. 

The next six months of roll-out could result in a 
seismic shift in how CPA deals are considered; rather 
than arbitrary commissions, scientific rationale behind 

the rates offered will add value to both the brand and 
their good quality affiliates. Digital Window is on the 
cusp of being the first CPA advertiser to challenge 
last click wins.

The complete transparency the Payment on 
Influence report provides to affiliates on their role 
in transactions is reflected in all of the teams 
communications. To streamline product and offer 
updates, it is launching a new Affiliate Resource 
Centre, which entered beta phase in April 2010. 
Affiliate companies also have frequent opportunities 
to meet key decision-makers..

Results
Digital Window aims to push the boundaries of the 
affiliate industry even further in 2010, spearheaded by 
the plan to be the first telecoms merchant to launch a 
full multiple attribution model to their campaign. Their 
commitment and passion for the affiliate channel is 
reflected in the resource they have invested both in 
time, money and senior level buy-in for preparing for 
this development throughout 2009.

commendation in this category:
•	 Company:  R.O.EYE Ltd
 Client:  eBay Partner Network 
 Title:  Implementing Quality Click Pricing -  
 Using Affiliate Marketing to Drive Engaged Traffic

nomination in this category:
•	 Company:  Digital Window Ltd
 Client:  BSkyB 
 Title:  Sky Supertelly   
 URL: http://www.sky.com/shop/supertelly

“rather than arbitrary commissions, scientific 
rationale behind the rates offered will add value to 
both the brand and their good quality affiliates.”

digital window’s affiliate marketing for client vodafone 
has pushed boundaries of existing thinking and practice
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mobile app/campaign: 
story uk www.midgeforecast.co.uk

Scotland is a great country, full of culture and 
history and tourist attractions. Unfortunately 
not all the inhabitants of Scotland are 

welcoming - the people are great, the problem is the 
midges.

Midges have a wingspan of just 1-2mm, but have a 
deadly reputation. It is estimated they cost Scotland’s 
tourist sector more than £250 million every year in 
lost revenue.

June 2010 saw the launch of a new Scottish Brand/
product called Smidge, for which Story created the 
name, identity, positioning and packaging.  

Smidge is an insect repellent developed by 
Advanced Pest Solutions Ltd (APS) to combat the 
Scottish midge. The product development was led 
by Dr Alison Blackwell, a world-renowned authority 
on midge behaviour and leader of the scientific team 
behind the Scottish Midge Forecast. 

Story created a brand to target tourists, 
holidaymakers and outdoor enthusiasts who love 
Scotland but want to prevent midges spoiling 
their outdoor activities. While it will also work with 
mosquitoes, the name Smidge gives it a clear link to 
Scotland’s pest. The product design is deliberately 
fun but gritty to appeal to the outdoor types who are 
not scared of a bit of mud, sweat and tears. 

To give these adventurers an extra free tool to 
be even more equipped against midges, Story also 
developed an iphone application for the brand. 

Brief and objectives
• Provide locals and tourists with a tool to monitor 
the level of midges, wherever they are in Scotland
• Enable them to contribute by adding their own 
observation/forecast to the Scottish midge map
• Encourage people to go and buy the product 
online  

Strategy implementation
The app offers a daily and 7-day Midge Forecast for 
Scotland. 

Based on Google Maps, users can tell where 
midges are at their worst.  

It rates over 50 present locations in Scotland 
on a scale of 1 to 5 depending on the number of 
biting insects there are, with level 5 being the most 
annoying. 

Users can also contribute to the Midge Map and 
help fellow adventurers by Tweeting back midge 
readings. The App uses geolocation to locate the 
phone’s exact position and lists your reading.  

You can choose to view the map with the official 
data, or with additional tweets from the Smidge 
Forecast community.

The application also gives more information about 
midges and how ferocious they can be… 

But crucially, it also gives users a discount 
on Smidge product and directs them to  www.
midgeforecast.co.uk to buy the product online 

Results
• From its launch on 3 June 2010 the app has been 

downloaded 4104 times
• It is consistently getting great reviews 
• It generated great press coverage from BBC News, 
the Scotsman, the Daily mail, to name just a few 
newspapers
• It got TV coverage on the BBC breakfast show
• It helped Smidge sell out! 15,000 bottles of Smidge 
were ordered in the first instance. Client had to place 
a new order to have enough products until the end 
of the season! This result is extraordinary considering 
the fact that Smidge was a new brand with no 
awareness (and only had a budget of £2,000. 
• At £6.90 per unit, Story generated a revenue of 
£103,500 for the client, and a R.O.I. of 5,175%! 
• This year, the app and the coverage it generated 
was the only activity directing people to the midge 
forecast website to buy Smidge.

commendations in this category:

•	 Company:  The Bright Place
 Client: Digital Podge  
 Title: iTrumps - Digital Podge Edition
  

•	 Company:  Chapter Eight 
 Client:  Lyle & Scott 
 Title: Lyle & Scott Become An Upwardly Mobile Brand

nominations in this category:

•	 Company:  Creative North
 Client:  Welcome to Yorkshire 
 Title: The Welcome to Yorkshire iPhone App & Mobile Visitor Guide  
 URL: http://ax.itunes.apple.com/gb/app/
 welcome-to-yorkshire/id373298721?mt=8

•	 Company:  Exposure
 Client:  Symantec 
 Title:  Symantec Infosecurity Europe 2010

the story team 
takes to the 
stage to accept 
the award for the 
midge forecast app 
(pictured, left) 
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use of technical innovation: 
code computerlove www.innovaclothing.com

The definition of “innovation” is a new 
invention or a break through in the way 
something is done – so ground-breaking 

technology developed by the team at Code 
Computerlove that’s achieved a World First has 
to be worth a DADI award doesn’t it? 

And technological innovation that’s gone on to 
scoop a major, financially rewarding contract for 
the client has surely got what it takes for best use 
of it …as well as revolutionising the way we can 
purchase tailor made clothes. 

InnovaClothing is the first company of its kind in 
the world.  It has embraced digital platforms and 
developed new technology to revolutionise the 
way women shop, dress and understand fashion, 
by offering the World’s first online automated 
tailoring service. And having trialled the process among a select number of customers, 
the technology is set to be rolled out by a national top-end fashion retailer for the whole 
of the UK (and beyond) to enjoy. 

Background
Since body scanners were invented 15 years ago, the industry has been waiting for, 
and expecting, a technology that could take the raw data from the body scanners 
and produce perfectly fitting clothes, but without the need for personal tailoring that is 
expensive, time consuming and limited by location. 

Objectives
• To make perfectly fitting, custom-made clothes accessible via the web 
• To be the first to offer automated tailoring by developing ground-breaking digital 
technologies 
• To produce a bespoke patented package that can be sold to large retailers 

Strategy & Implementation 
The team at Innova approached digital agency Code Computelrove with an idea: “to 
utilise body scanning technology (that captures the 3D body shape of customers) and 
automate the production of perfectly fitting garments all through the web.” 

The two teams formalised a partnership which has spanned seven years, and the 

technology boffins set to work to develop a 
solution. 

Code Computerlove’s industry-leading 
Research & Development processes have played 
a pivotal role in realising the idea and developing 
cutting edge digital technologies to bring the 
product to market. Code led the consumer 
experience and delivery mechanism – throwing 
away the rule book and developing new ways 
to apply this technology that will change the way 
consumers shop.  

www.innovaclothing.com uses ground-
breaking technologies to produce custom-made 
clothes via the web.   

Customers log on to the site to access their 
personal virtual body shape data, they can 

view designer clothing collections, get advice from Innova image consultants who will 
suggest colours and silhouettes to suit their individual shape, and place an order. It has 
a changing room to get the perfect fit and inspiration in  terms of clothing choices. 

The consumer facing website, designed and developed by Code, supports the 
pioneering technology and delivers a rich interactive tailoring experience. 

The look and feel of the site reflects the brand’s ethos and fashion credentials, with 
strong fashion-led imagery, and is extremely user friendly. It meets the requirements for 
the target audience and reflects the quality of the product. 

Working with the Innova team Code developed a system to display live 3D renders 
of the configured outfits. 

Innova also boasts a cutting edge product administration system behind the scenes 
ensuring a smooth transition from sign up to delivery.  

This system allowed the Innova team to create garments, as well as fully integrating 
customer orders with their internal tailoring systems and manufacture systems.  

Results
The idea, and software, has been successfully piloted in Scotland and is being taken on 
by a leading retailer as a viable complement to their off-the-peg offer. 

The solution is the result of years of research and is a truly bespoke solution to 
allow Innova to offer this – at the time of writing – truly unique technology and digital 
solution. 

commendations in this category:

•	 Company: sa screen media
 Client: Calvin Klein 
 Title: 9 Countries, 9 Men, 1 Winner  
 URL: www.digiadvans.com/pcr/2010/calvin-klein/march/index.html 

nominations in this category:

•	 Company:  Blueleaf
 Client:  Ovo Energy 
 Title: Securing Ovo’s customer service future
 URL: https://my.ovoenergy.com

•	 Company:  CIVIC
 Client:  NCR 
 Title: Experience a new world of interaction 
 URL: www.ncradvisoryboard.com
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video website/use of video: 
rees bradley hepburn www.theholyfit.com

Boobs can make a girl feel happy, confident and 
empowered. 

But too many women wear the wrong sized 
bra, which can make them sore, uncomfortable and 
mis-shaped. 

As a pioneering lingerie brand Freya wanted to help 
its customers understand the importance of a well-
fitted bra, and recognised that nothing other than the 
best digital solution would do the job. Brochures would 
miss the audience and TV wasn’t affordable, so we 
developed a cutting edge video site that incorporated 
the best of both worlds.

The site is essentially Freya’s own web-based TV 
channel, featuring video clips, helpful, shareable 
content and a conversation platform that gives women 
an environment to share their own experiences and get 
closer to the brand. To give the campaign an extra lift 
we worked with Laura Lees, one of the hottest young 
designers in Britain, who designed some limited edition 
t-shirts in support of the campaign which were not only 
sold via Freya’s retail partner Leia but also appeared 
on the backs of some high profile celebrities including 
Pixie Lott.

And the results? Freya saw positive changes to 
brand sentiment, share of voice and sales. 

Here’s how RBH delivered the campaign: 
For many females, regardless of age, bra fittings are the 
realm of the scary, unnecessary and often unknown.  

As a result, girls generally don’t seem to know signs 
of good fitting / bad fitting bra or how to self-fit; the 
benefits of wearing a good fitting bra or that they need 
to be fitted regularly.

RBH’s client wanted to address these issues and 
help women understand the benefits a good fitting bra 
can give, from body shape and posture improvements 
through to general feelings of happiness – looking 
good on the outside makes a girl feel good on the 
inside too!

Previous activity had shown how powerful digital 
channels were among their target audience of women 

aged 16 and over, and the requirement for a rich, 
engaging experience meant a video-rich campaign 
microsite, supported by celebrity endorsement and 
some traditional PR was the correct solution.

Client brief and objectives
• Demonstrate the importance of wearing a correctly 
fitting bra.
• Raise awareness of the Freya brand. 
• Deliver information / build some buzz via online and 
viral activity.
• Drive traffic to a microsite.

As such, RBH was tasked with finding a creative way 
of delivering the objectives. Whatever delivered would 
need to reflect the Freya personality.

RBH was also asked to be light-hearted, exciting and 
humorous but also sensitive to the psyche of the target 
audience – body image is a huge issue for them!

No direction was given regarding media choice 
however all the evidence pointed towards a digital 
solution once the audience was defined.

The client asked the agency to deliver a campaign 
with similar impact to Dove’s “Real Women” and 
“Onslaught” campaigns, and finally to incorporate 
a charitable element to add some gravitas to the 
campaign. 

When planning the strategy, it became obvious video 
should feature heavily in the solution. Our desire was 
to emulate executions offered by Adidas, Uniqlo and 
other pioneers of online video and bring Freya’s brand 
to life in an engaging and relevant way.

To deliver the strategy the creative team envisioned 
a campaign video delivered with a bright, colourful, fun 
execution and a cartoon-style feel. Close-up shots of 
models in plain t-shirts encouraged the viewer to focus 
on the subject matter – boobs – while text added using 
CGI technology in post-production communicated the 
key messages. The messages were delivered as if 
the models’ boobs were trying to ‘speak’, using light-
hearted lines such as “We’re trapped” and “Down with 

drooping”. These pleas for help were reinforced by the 
way in which they were visually presented.

To add to this highly creative, entertaining video 
RBH recognised that the mantra when connecting 
with today’s audiences is to not only ‘be creative’ but 
also ‘be useful’. To deliver this strand of the strategy 
they included two other videos – one showcasing the 
design process upcoming designer Laura Lees went 
through when designing the limited edition Holy Fit 
T-shirts, complete with behind the scenes footage of 
Laura in her studio and an exclusive interview with her; 
and the second featuring a guide to getting fitted for a 
bra which was intended to instil confidence in women 
who have yet to be fitted, or have not been for a fitting 
with a Freya qualified expert before.

Each of the videos was published to a unique URL in 
order to make them shareable and a ‘Share and Win’ 
incentive gave visitors to the site an opportunity to win 
a limited edition Laura Lees t-shirt in return for sending 
their friends a link to the site. 

Results 
The site went live at the end of February 2010 and 
achieved success on a number of levels. Firstly, 
through blogger engagement the campaign was 
picked up on:

Vogue.com, Stylecaster.com, Thebralady, 
Myfashionlife, Mybliss, Biggirlsbras, lingerieblog.co.uk, 
osoblog, shefinds.com and the-lingerie-post.com.

Additionally, over 100 comments were captured via 
the site – posted by engaged consumers who wanted 
to share their experiences. 3,000 posts across more 
than 24 million social media sites were recorded too.

commendation in this category:
•	 Company:  Story UK
 Client:  Ardbeg
 Title:  Ardbeg Rollercoaster - Roll up, roll up!
 URL: www.ardbeg.com/rollercoaster

nomination in this category:
•	 Company:  Digital Window Ltd
 Client:  buy.at & Coull 
 Title:  Interactive Video Ads
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use of social media: 
whitespace http://fringecover.edfringe.com

The Edinburgh Festival Fringe, probably the 
biggest arts festival in the world, takes place 
every August for three weeks in Scotland’s 

capital city.  It dates back to 1947, when eight theatre 
groups decided to put on performances outside of 
the official International Festival’s purview.

The idea took off, and the ‘Fringe’ as it has always 
been known, has grown rapidly ever since.  Despite 
its size today, the ethos is the same: the programme 
isn’t vetted by the Fringe organisers. Anyone can 
perform – so anything is possible.  

Whitespace’s client at the Fringe briefed the 
team to help them design the cover for their 2010 
programme.  Whitespace wanted the idea to reflect 
the true meaning of the Fringe...  

Instead of designing it themselves, they decided 
to invite everyone who loves the Fringe to design it 
themselves through Twitter crowdsourcing.

The agency asked the crowd to suggest the most 
unusual Fringe acts they could think of, and for two 
days in March illustrator Johanna Basford drew 
whatever people requested in their Tweets, live on a 
webcam at http://fringecover.edfringe.com/.

On the 25 and 26 March 2010, there were 2634 
tweets and 518 retweets with the hashtag #fringecover, 
including 1500 suggestions (not including emails) – 
#fringecover becoming a top 4 trending topic in UK 
on both days.  

During this time Basford was able to actually draw 
176 of the suggestions, many of which now adorn the 
covers of the recently released Fringe programme.  
The method also generated significant media interest 
when the programme was released in June. 

Client brief and objectives
The clients at the Fringechallenge themselves each 
year to produce a cover design that reflects its open, 
anything-goes ethos, and the diversity of acts and 
experiences, accessibility and size of the festival.  

There is a great deal of pride in the Fringe’s 
programme cover and poster art, which has been 
regarded as an iconic cornerstone of the festival, not 
only amongst those involved in the Fringe, but its 

audiences and the people of Edinburgh too.
They briefed Whitespace to design the cover for 

their 2010 programme, the main objectives being to 
create something memorable that would build some 
buzz of its own around the launch of the Fringe.

Given their expertise in digital and also the 
knowledge that they were ‘standing on the shoulders 
of giants’ they were aware that they had to do 
something special that would stand out and generate 
a lot of chatter, on- and offline.  

…By crowdsourcing it on Twitter, the basic plan 
was to hire an illustrator, brief the audience to send 
in suggestions of ‘things they’d like to see at the 
Fringe’, and let them see the illustrator drawing their 
ideas streamed live on the internet.

Naturally, this took a lot of careful planning to 
implement – although it was easy to find the right 
illustrator – Whitespace was instantly taken with 
Johanna Basford’s fine illustration style, sense of 
fun, quick witted drawings, and her interest in social 
media.
What Whitespace did:
• Set up a Twitter account several weeks in advance 
(@fringecover) from which the illustrator could 
communicate with her audience
• This account was used as a notification system of 
the tweets she was drawing at any time, as well as a 
record of the ones she had already completed
• Streamed video: a camera was set up above the 
illustrators paper to stream the whole thing, and an 
application on the Mac streamed it to watershed who 
distributed it to the world
• Basford worked 12 hours straight for two days 
back-to-back, and Whitespace recorded every line 
she drew with the streaming software

• Built a live stream of tweets on the site so that 
visitors could watch the video and also read the live 
conversation on the same page
• The page also featured a form allowing twitter 
users to contribute to the conversation, and make 
suggestions, without leaving the page
• Whitespace set a hashtag (#fringecover) that was 
automatically applied to all tweets sent with that 
form, ensuring wider reach of the hashtag, which 
contributed to getting the #fringecover term trending 
in the UK on both days
• Every time Basford selected an idea for a drawing, 
she retweeted that tweet that suggested the idea, 
which automatically updated the ‘currently drawing’ 
section on the site

commendations in this category:
•	 Company:  twentysix
 Client:  twentysix 
 Title:  10 Downing Tweets   
 URL: www.10downingtweets.co.uk

•	 Company:  Wolfstar
 Client:  first direct 
 Title:  First direct - The UK’s First Social Bank   
 URL: http://www.newsroom.firstdirect.com/

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  1000heads
 Client:  Nokia 
 Title:  Nokia Nav: social media mission impossible  
 

•	 Company: 1000heads
 Client:  Nokia 
 Title:  Nokia’s super-social AR launch   

•	 Company:  Naked Penguin Boy 
 Client:  Paramount Pictures International 
 Title: Shrek - The Final Chapter - Rumpels Amazing Deals  
 URL: http://apps.facebook.com/rumpelstiltskin/

“whitespace wanted the idea to reflect the true 
meaning of the fringe...  instead of designing it 
themselves, they decided to invite everyone to design 
it themselves through twitter crowdsourcing.”
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online marketing strategy: 
story uk http://shop.ardbeg.com/rollercoaster

Ardbeg Malt Whisky is made on the small 
Scottish island of Islay. Ardbeg’s CRM 
programme, The Ardbeg Committee consists 

of 52,000 members in 120 countries. To celebrate 
the 10th Anniversary of the Committee, Story created 
a new bottling named Rollercoaster. 

A new expression of Ardbeg always provokes 
interest, but the launch of Rollercoaster was 
ambitious with 13,000 bottles to sell; the most ever 
for a Committee launch. Story’s strategy to launch 
the new bottling online and then host Ardbeg 10th 
anniversary parties around the world aimed not only 
to sell out but to meet our fans face-to-face in local 
markets cementing their future loyalty and encourage 
them to (literally) bring new drinkers to Ardbeg.

The agency needed to achieve this in a cost 
effective way. To do so, it developed an online 
strategy including email teaser, microsite, video, 
game, eInvites, eCommerce tool, twitter campaign.

So far it has generated an R.O.I of 1001.6%; web 
traffic tripled and rate of new members joining the 
Ardbeg Committee increased by 586%.  

The bottling was created from whisky taken from 
rare casks from ten different years. Usually when 
Ardbeg creates a special bottling it releases around 
3,000. This time it created 13,000. Story also set out 
on a data-capture exercise, asking people to sign up 
to receive information on forthcoming Anniversary 
parties around the world. 

With a population of only 3000, the island of Islay, 
where Ardbeg is made, has over 140 committees. 
So Story created one more – the worldwide Ardbeg 
Committee. Since launch, membership has grown 
from zero to over 52,000. The Committee connects 
Ardbeg fans in 121 countries. Since the launch, the 
programme has beaten all targets set, recruiting 
members from Alaska to Australia, many of whom 
have subsequently been persuaded to visit the 
distillery itself on Islay.

The Ardbeg Committee, is a cost effective, self-
perpetuating channel for building loyalty, testing 
and cross-selling new and existing products. It is 
the Committee’s mission to spread the word about 
Ardbeg and bring new drinkers into the fold, which 
they do freely and enthusiastically.  

A teaser email that directed people to www.
ardbeg.com/rollercoaster ensured a worldwide buzz 
in chatrooms before the official launch. Certain that 
Committee members would visit before the official 
launch, Story created a holding page for the ‘queue 
to get in’. 

It gave a flavour of what was to come on the 15 
February, with a countdown counter on the gates 
to the Rollercoaster ‘theme park’. Everything was 
primed to ensure the online launch at ardbeg.com/
rollercoaster would be ‘well-attended’.

Then, on 15 February, Story made the official 
Rollercoaster microsite live... People could: Play 
the game, watch a movie, sign up for invites to 
worldwide celebrations and buy a bottle from the 
newly revamped Ardbeg online shop. They could 
also register to the Committee and visit ardbeg.
com.

The fantastical rollercoaster movie starred various 
characters and expressions from the last 10 years 
that die-hard Ardbeg fans would recognize and 
challenged them to spot all 10 expressions, hidden 
within the film. 

The game featured Shortie the Jack Russell, a 
distillery character familiar to the audience. Story also 
asked them to sign up to be notified of celebrations 
happening in their part of the world. 

The whole campaign provided Committee 
members with entertainment and encouraged them 
to regularly come back to check out if/where parties 
were being held in their countries. 

To support the campaign, Story also developed 
and implemented: A new eCommerce system 
that enable the client to process the orders of 
the 13,000 bottles smoothly; email sign offs that 
employees of the Moet Hennessy Group could 
use to entice more people to Ardbeg; eInvites to 
parties around the world (USA, Germany, Taiwan, 
Czech Republic, Austria, Sweden, UK…);  more 
elaborate teaser campaign using twitter and 
the Rollercoaster party page, which generated 
an online buzz and lead 9% of the whole UK 
Committee base to attend one of the 2 events; 
a flicker account where party pictures were/are 
posted.

Results 
The most successful Committee launch ever: 

• 12,821 bottles have been sold  to date,  from a 
stock of 13,000 – 10,271 online and 2,550 to people 
calling the distillery directly. Which means there were 
only 179 bottles left for grab (at the time the report 
was written)! 

• The site had 63,419 visits in the first 10 days 
• Average page views per person : 7.2
• Average time spend on site : 11 minutes 
• ROI : 1001.6%
• Website traffic more than tripled from January to 

February 2010
•  Rate  of  new  members  joining  the  Ardbeg 

Committee has risen by 586% from January to 
February 2010. On average, 3 times higher that pre-
Rollercoaster! 

After 10 years, the Ardbeg Committee is going 
from strength to strength and has played a crucial 
role in the success of the Ardbeg brand. From a 
mothballed distillery, Ardbeg is now the fastest 
growing malt in its sector. Rollercoaster represents 
not only a milestone marking the first 10 years of 
the Committee – it is a springboard for an ambitious 
programme to further strengthen the brand for the 
next decade.

commendation in this category:
•	 Company:  Code Computerlove 
 Client:  Durex Ora! 
 Title:  Durex Harnesses Consumer Behaviour 
 To Reinforce Brand Values 

nominations in this category:
•	 Company:  iris Manchester
 Client:  Wonderbra 
 Title:  The Ultimate Strapless.  No straps. 
 No traditional above the line support. Just record sales  
 URL: http://www.ultimatestrapless.co.uk  

•	 Company:  QueryClick
 Client:  Classic British Hotels 
 Title:  QueryClick Full Service Strategy: Travel   

•	 Company:  Bluecube Interactive
 Client:  AXA 
 Title:  Redefining Digital Marketing Standards   

•	 Company:  rippleffect
 Client:  Inventive Leisure 
 Title: Revolution Bars Digital Marketing Strategy  
 URL: www.revolution-bars.co.uk



“Many thanks for the invite 
to the seminar, it was an 
afternoon well spent!”
E-Commerce Manager, Emirates Airline

“I thought the event was 
fantastic and the quality 
of the speakers was very 
impressive.”
Marketing Manager, TMDR

“We thoroughly enjoyed it  
and found it very useful.  
It has given us a lot of  
ideas and if you have  
other upcoming seminars,  
please keep us informed.”
Online Brand Manager, Decleor, Carita & Shiseido

www.MiNetwork.me

How to be Social;  
a Free Digital aND Social MeDia brieFiNg

Thursday 3 February, The Barbican, London 
12.30pm – 5pm (drinks and canapes to finish)

Speakers
Home James
Spring Design and Advertising
Eyeka
more tbc
 
How to be Social; a Digital and Social Media Briefing is back! 

After a fantastic debut in May, MiNetwork and RAR are joining forces again to bring you five 
professional speakers on digital and social media. How is this different? Our speakers have 
been selected from the Recommended Agency Register which means they already come highly 
recommended for digital services by their existing clients.

This is only open free to clients with responsibility for/involvement in 
digital marketing for their brand.

For more information contact:  
caroline lotinga on 0141 559 6066 or email caroline.lotinga@minetwork.me

Congratulations to this year’s award winners, 
commendees and finalists – you have proved that 
you really can make digital work.

Thank you for supporting the 2010 DADI’s and we hope to see you again in 2011. Entries will be open in May.

To be kept up to date with DADI news, register at www.dadiawards.com/account/register/

Follow us on Twitter @dadiawards



A NEW ERA
IN DIGITAL
PUBLISHING

Turn hindsight 
    into foresight

When you’re choosing a new marketing partner, you could do with 
some inside information before you make your final decision.

Recommended Agency Register gathers client feedback about 
agencies. At RAR, we’ll support you through your search and 
selection and help you to gain that hindsight in advance.

Contact us on 0845 004 5626 or on enquiry@agencyregister.co.uk



www.montpelierchartered.com

business@montpeliergroup.com

0113 258 8216

Chartered Accountants for the digital age



^

Congratulations to this years 
nominees from the proud 
sponsors of the DADIs.

^

Leeds has hosted the national awards ceremony for the last 
three years as we believe the city is the home to the very best 
in digital innovation and creative production.  Growth over the 
last decade has made Leeds one of the UK’s top five centres 
for media, new media and communications.

www.leedsliveitloveit.com

^ ^ ^

A short walk from Leeds city 
railway station, Holbeck Urban 
Village is the home of creative and 
digital industries in Leeds.

The media and communications 
sector in Leeds is characterised 
by its breadth, rapid growth and 
willingness to embrace change.

Leeds has over 1,670 companies 
providing employment for around 
12,550 people in the fields of 
print, publishing, news agencies, 
advertising, marketing, graphic 
design, television, film, radio, 
internet services, e-commerce 
and public relations.

Marketing
Leeds

holbeckholbeck
urbanurban
villagevillage
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